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“What’s past is prologue”

As you begin to read and use this new edition of the *Advisory Handbook on Preparation for Ministry in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.),* it may be useful to consider how it relates to its predecessor. Shakespeare once had a character remark at the turning point of one of his plays: “What’s past is prologue” (*The Tempest, Act 2, Scene 1*). The line expresses the idea that past events set the conditions in which present actions may take place. Unlike the expression, “history is destiny,” Shakespeare’s line stresses that while the past does not predetermine what the present and future can be, it does set the stage for how we understand present realities and future possibilities. So as we introduce this new *Advisory Handbook,* we begin with a brief prologue about its past.

**Remembering the past ...**

The previous edition of the *Advisory Handbook* was completed in 2007. It was done in response to an action by the 216th General Assembly (2006), subsequently approved by the presbyteries, that commended a major revision of what was then chapter 14 (“Ordination, Certification, and Commissioning”) of the Form of Government in the *Book of Order.* As part of that revision, a number of specific procedural requirements related to “Preparation for the Office of Minister of Word and Sacrament” (G-14.0300) and “Ordination for the Ministry of the Word and Sacrament” (G-14.0400) in the 2005-2007 *Book of Order* were removed from the constitution and placed in the *Advisory Handbook.* As expressed in the introduction to the 2007 *Advisory Handbook,* these changes were “intended to encourage the church’s movement toward a more flexible, less regulatory polity. Such a polity recognizes that there may be different and equally acceptable ways to uphold the national standards for preparation, ordination, installation, and the practice of ministry” (i).

The approval by the presbyteries in 2011 of a “new Form of Government” referred by the 219th General Assembly (2010) has moved the church further along the road “toward a more flexible, less regulatory polity.” One of the fundamental characteristics of this “nFOG” (as it became widely known while being considered by the Assembly and the presbyteries) is that it focuses attention on outcomes rather than procedures. Like the earlier revision of G-14, it was not an indictment of “the gathered wisdom from the experiences of persons across the church,” but rather a recognition of the wisdom gained from experience that what achieves certain outcomes in one place may not be the only way to achieve those outcomes elsewhere. Put another way, wisdom can be thought of as the combination of knowledge about desired outcomes *and*
knowledge about context. What is a wise approach to providing support, guidance, and oversight to more than 75 persons in a presbytery located in a single metropolitan area is, at least in many of its details, going to be an unwise approach to providing those same things to two or three such persons scattered across a presbytery that is larger than a good number of states.

But the needs for flexibility are not only or even primarily about institutional differences between presbyteries. Remember, the preparation for ministry process is about discerning and developing gifts in individuals so they can serve others. It is not about making those individuals servants of the process itself. Given the marvelous diversity God has created among God’s people, the center of the preparation for ministry process is going to have to be the building of a relationship—the kind of relationship where both affirming and challenging truths can be spoken and heard. There cannot be a “one size fits all” process for building relationships to assess standards for ministry like “wisdom and maturity of faith, leadership skills, compassionate spirit, honest repute, and sound judgment” (G-2.0607).

We have often been tempted in the past to think of handbooks as checklists that compile all the requirements. Check off all the things in the list, and the decision is made. But if preparing for ministry is about discernment, then the decisions will need to be made by the persons who engage one another and not by an impersonal process. Sure there are still going to be some requirements, but a handbook should both review those requirements and suggest ranges of options for meeting them. It will raise questions perhaps more than it provides answers. It will share experiences and insights gained over the years, but will try to continually push both those under care and those from sessions and presbyteries who work with them to ask why are we doing this and how does it promote discernment and development of gifts for the particular individual. We can’t look to a single denomination-wide handbook of policies and procedures to make decisions for us.

... so that we don’t simply repeat it

With that past as prologue, this edition of the Advisory Handbook seeks to place the emphasis upon “advisory” rather than “handbook” (at least in the sense of “instruction manual”). Like its predecessor, it preserves the “gathered wisdom” from the past in terms of “best practices” and “recommended policies,” but it does so while trying to avoid suggestions of “one size fits all” solutions. It reviews the constitutional standards (in what is now G-2.06 and G-2.07) for
preparation to be ordained as a teaching elder in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), showing how these standards emphasize “outcomes” rather than “process.” It emphasizes theological principles for those constitutional standards while also offering practical advice regarding various ways to achieve those outcomes garnered from the lived experience of the church. In the end, you will not find here an “off the shelf” manual, but you will find ideas and suggestions that you can adapt and adopt in creating policies and processes for your particular presbytery.

The other thing you will not find in this edition of the *Advisory Handbook* are “checklists” or “step-by-step” guides. Preparation for ordination as a teaching elder in the PC(USA) is not like certification programs where by completing all the requirements you are guaranteed to reach the goal at the end. Inquiry is “an opportunity ... to explore” a person’s call to ministry “so that the presbytery can make an informed decision about the inquirer’s suitability for ordered ministry” (G-2.0603). Candidacy is about “provid[ing] for the full preparation of persons to serve the church as teaching elders ... through the support, guidance, and evaluation of a candidate’s fitness and readiness for a call to ministry requiring ordination” (G-2.0604). “Decisions,” “support,” “guidance,” “evaluation”—those really are terms more related to “relationship” rather than “procedures.” Consequently, this *Advisory Handbook* will focus more on ways to develop relationships of support and guidance where evaluations and decisions can be made. While we still speak about a “preparation for ministry process,” it is a process of personal, communal, and spiritual discernment and growth—not an assembly line for mechanistically producing new pastors.

Finally, we are committed to making this an *Advisory Handbook* for our digital age. One of the new realities of our current circumstance is the accelerating rate of change which itself requires that we become more flexible both in how we do things and how we share insights and information. We are making the *Advisory Handbook* available in “print-friendly” formats, but distributing it in electronic forms. There are many reasons for this approach. Certainly it saves natural resources. In an age when Amazon now sells more e-books than print editions, it makes the *Advisory Handbook* easily accessible to those who prefer netbooks, tablets, and e-readers to three-ring binders. But most importantly, it encourages easier sharing of best practices yet to be developed as the users of the *Advisory Handbook* contribute their ideas for inclusion. We have not moved to a “wiki-”model (at least not yet), but who knows what future will arise for which this edition is merely prologue.
“We find ourselves in the midst of monumental change in this country and throughout the world. Breathtaking technological advances are influencing how we interact with others, obtain information, and structure our lives. Shifting demographics are reshaping homogeneous neighborhoods into multicultural communities. Tumbling economies are erasing job security and impacting individuals and families in critical, perhaps permanent, ways in areas such as housing and healthcare. Environmental concerns and catastrophes are compelling us to reconsider our patterns of consumption. The world order itself is feeling seismic shifts as popular uprisings challenge and even topple longstanding governments.

“Being in the world, the church – especially in North America – finds itself in the midst of these changes.”

—Report of the Six Agency Leadership Initiative Consultation
Surveying the current landscape

The world is changing rapidly. Some have estimated that, on average, the sum of human knowledge doubles every five years. Though clearly the rate of increase is not the same across all areas of life, some researchers have estimated that the “half-life” of a professional education ranges between five and ten years. That means that roughly half of what one learned will be obsolete ten years after graduation, and three-quarters of it will be obsolete in another ten years. And it is not just professional or technical knowledge that is becoming obsolete. Societal influences and lifestyles are changing just as rapidly.

Nevertheless, we are still influenced by past practices and assumptions in ways that are often as imperceptible as they are out of step with current realities. We still refer to music “records” or “albums” even though most music is sold as downloaded digital files (not even digital files on compact discs). We still speak about “dialing” a phone number even though most of us cannot remember the last time we saw a phone with a physical dial. In fact, most of the youngest generation find the notion of “landline” phones physically wired to the network almost quaint, because for them being “wired” usually means being connected to a cellular phone network or to the Internet by a wireless connection.

By the time most of us reach a stage in life where we are likely to be sufficiently experienced as church leaders that we will be asked by our presbyteries to supervise others in the preparation for ministry as teaching elders, many of the assumptions we have as a result of our own preparation or that of our generational peers a decade or more before will be far out of step with current realities. Rather than assuming our experience provides a norm consistent with the experience of those under care, we need to begin by considering some emerging patterns that we find among those who discern a call to ministry as teaching elders and the nature of the church to which they feel called to serve.

An old and familiar road

If we were to take the “usual” process of preparation for ministry of Word and Sacrament experienced by a “typical” teaching elder currently serving in the PC (USA) and reduce it to a story, for many that story might go something like this:

- During their adolescence they had formative experiences within the Presbyterian Church. They were actively involved in their home congregation, and while they may have drifted a bit from congregational life during college they still connected with some campus ministry, Presbyterian or otherwise. As they began to think about their vocational plans for the future they expressed an interest in seminary. Either their home
pastor or their college chaplain encouraged them to contact their presbytery to begin the formal process of “inquiry.” They discussed seminary options with their pastor and presbytery and moved from university life to full-time seminary study as seamlessly as many of their peers moved out of the dorms and onto graduate and professional schools in the fields of business, law, and medicine.

• The next three years moved smoothly along two parallel tracks. One rail was their academic training at the seminary that, like other professional programs, included a strong component of “field education.” “Theory” was the focus of some courses, but it was continually related to the “practice” of congregational ministry through practical theology courses and formal internships supervised by experienced pastors trained as ministry supervisors. The other rail was the ecclesial process with their presbytery of care. There were consultations at least once a year with representatives from the presbytery. They worked out a course of study and supervised practice of ministry that would meet both graduation requirements and the PC(USA)’s expectations for educational preparation. By their third year of study, they were almost certainly academic seniors in the seminary process and had been advanced to candidacy by their presbytery with some or all of the standard ordination examinations completed.

• As they entered their final semester of studies they had been “certified ready for examination for ordination, pending a call,” and were actively involved in seeking that first call. Through the seminary placement office, denominational placement assistance like “Face to Face” events, and more informal referral networks, they might be in touch with nominating committees from several congregations. As commencement arrived, the call to serve as a small church pastor or associate pastor of a larger congregation was in place. Examination by the presbytery of call and ordination soon followed, and the newly ordained pastor began a new phase of life in a new town or city ministering to and serving with a new faith community.

You could reduce that story to its barest essentials and represent it graphically as:
All the various stages of the process flowed smoothly from one into another, and in a majority of cases the work of preparation confirmed the discernment of call that had been shared by the individual and the community from the very beginning of the process.

**Changes in the scenery**

There are several trends among those currently under care that would, however, suggest some different story lines. For example, the distribution of inquirers and candidates by age range shows that only for a minority is pastoral ministry a first career choice (see chart below). Nor is consideration of a call to ordered ministry as a teaching elder necessarily a “mid-career” option for thirty- and forty-somethings; significant numbers of inquirers and candidates will be receiving their first calls at a stage in life that not too long ago would have been associated with retirement age.

Another significant change has been seen in the relationship between seminary education and the ecclesial process of preparation for ministry. It is increasingly the case that individuals have already begun seminary studies before they engage the presbytery in the discernment and preparation process. In some cases this pattern is a result of a decision to enroll in graduate theological study for reasons other than preparation for pastoral ministry. Sometimes it is seminary classes undertaken as a result of other personal interests that open the door to considering a call to professional service in the church or other ministry forms.

It can also be the case, however, that individuals who have not grown up in the Presbyterian Church or may not have mentoring pastors simply are unaware of the ecclesial process that leads to readiness to be ordained as a teaching elder. This issue can also emerge if the seminary was chosen because it was in the community or “close to home,” but is unrelated to the Reformed tradition and has few (if any) Presbyterian students. These individuals will not necessarily have mentors within the seminary community who can point out to them that there is an ecclesial process within the church as well as the academic process in the seminary.

For these and other reasons, we are seeing increasing numbers of candidates and even inquirers who have been out of seminary for two or more years but are still under care in the preparation process. There are a number of implications created by this
changed circumstance. How do we keep the skills developed in seminary in use and “sharp” while the individual and presbytery do the work of discernment regarding one’s gifts and call to ministry? How do we take care that pressures to “get on with it” do not completely squeeze out the important questions about the person’s fitness for ministry and readiness for specific forms of ministry within PC(USA) congregations or validated by our presbyteries? We will need to return to these questions (and related ones) as we consider the shared work between the individuals, the congregations, and the presbytery in the preparation process.

**Many paths into ministry**

For a majority of inquirers and candidates currently under care, the “old and familiar road” does not describe their journey into ministry. One of the new realities is that there are now many paths into ministry as teaching elders. If we were to try and represent this changed circumstance graphically, it might look something like this:

Many only became PC(USA) members as adults. A spiritual experience may have led them to enroll in a nearby seminary even before a call to vocational ministry emerged. Entry into the inquiry/candidacy process may not have occurred until the Middler year of seminary or even after graduation. The standard ordination examinations and final assessments could only be completed in the final semester of their studies at the earliest. The true assessment of their call and commitment to pastoral service only comes through negotiating for service—a negotiation not only with congregations but with members of their family as well as they find...
that the nature of the calls that are available to them do not necessarily match their expectations.

**Changing face of ministry**

There is one other trend among inquirers and candidates that warrants particular attention because it also relates to changes within the broader context of congregational ministry: the size of the congregations from which those under care come does not align with the distribution of congregational size across the denomination. To appreciate the impact of this development, we can consider one approach to comparing congregational sizes that seeks to take into consideration the differing role of pastors and how the size of the congregation affects the nature of the pastoral relationship.

Briefly stated, this research divides congregations into four groups.

- **“Family-Size”** churches have up to 75 members and typically average less than 50 in weekly attendance. The pastor’s role in such congregations is often likened to that of a chaplain, because the direction and leadership of the congregation is largely controlled by one or two prominent families with long history in it.

- **“Pastor-Size”** churches can have from 75 to 250 members and average up to 150-175 in worship. In these congregations, the pastor’s role is shaped by personal relationship with the members and the upper limit is set by the number of people with whom it is possible for one individual to truly engage in personal relationship.

- **“Program-Size”** churches with 250 to 750 members and average attendance of around 500 would be the next grouping. Congregations in this range generally begin to have one or two other staff persons ministering to the congregation, though they may serve in non-ordained positions such as Director of Christian Education or Youth Director. The pastor’s role and duties begin to define most members relationship with the pastor more than a personal relationship leading to requests to assume certain roles.

- **“Corporate-Size”** congregations make up the final group. These churches have the broadest range in membership, from say 800-900 members to “megachurches” with several thousand members. They will have large staffs of ordained and non-ordained persons, each with rather specialized areas of ministry and focus. While members will likely form relationships with staff persons with whom they have regular contact, the ultimate basis for that relationship will form around shared concern related to the area of the particular pastor’s or associate pastor’s responsibilities within the congregation.
Now, in terms of issues related to those who are discerning a possible call to pastoral ministry, what is perhaps more important than the different sizes of these congregations is the difference in the role of the pastor and the basis for the pastoral relationship. If an inquirer or candidate has experience only in congregations of a particular size, then they will likely identify “the role of a pastor”—what it in effect means to be a pastor—with the ways pastors function in congregations in that group.

So, how does the congregational experience of our inquirers and candidates relate to the distribution of congregations within the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)? Well, as the charts below indicate, they are almost exactly opposite. While four-out-of-five of our congregations are in the “Family” and “Pastor” size categories, two-out-of-three of our candidates come from “Program” and “Corporate” size churches. This distribution of inquirers and candidates really should not be that surprising. Although the “Members by Congregation Size” chart below shows the available statistics with slightly different limits for congregational sizes, it still matches quite closely with the distribution of inquirers and candidates by congregational size. So, our inquirers and candidates are quite representative of overall membership of the PC(USA) in this regard.

But while they may be representative, they do not often bring with them into the process of preparation for ministry experience in congregations like those that make up the vast majority of our churches. To fully understand their gifts and callings for ministry, it will be helpful for all inquirers and candidates to have experiences in congregations unlike their home church. Some may be opened to broader ministry possibilities. Some may be confirmed in what they know. All
will gain a wider understanding of what the Spirit is doing in the very different kinds of churches and fellowships today.

Of course, there are also contexts of ministry of Word and Sacrament that are not congregationally based, at least in the ways congregations have been understood up until recently. Often when we think about these other ministry contexts, the the ones that come readily to mind are where ministers engaged in service to others on behalf of some institution. Perhaps they were chaplains working in hospitals, correctional institutions, or schools and colleges. Maybe they were directors of community ministry organizations, or partners in a professional pastoral counseling center. They might be spiritual directors or other program support staff at Christian conference and retreat centers. Look at almost any listing of “specialized ministers” on a presbytery’s records from a decade or so ago in you can easily expand these possibilities. Certainly these institutionally-based ministries will continue for some time, but these institutions are facing many of the same stresses as congregations.

There are indications that the growing edge of non-congregational based ministry may be in “emergent” or “missional” fellowships developing in forms that some researchers refer to as “micro-communities.” Some characteristics of these new communities include that they are self-selecting groups where it is engagement in an activity simultaneously with others, often through digital media forms, that determines “who belongs” much more than any membership list. They are not so much led by teachers or experts as created through interactive experiences contributed to and shared by all the participants. The group’s identity cannot be associated with a particular location, because the usual place for connecting with others may be in cyberspace rather than physical space. When gatherings do occur at physical locations, the choice of location is likely to be determined by the experience (fellowship at a local eatery, service projects along a hiking trail, advocating for a cause at a rally), not by a property owned and maintained by the community.

The challenge both for those discerning a call to minister to such micro-communities and for those who engage in that discernment with them while guiding their overall preparation for ministry is to think seriously about how the specific functions of ministry of the Word and Sacrament fit in. Since our Reformed theology stresses that all the baptized are gifted and called to ministry, then the highly interactive sharing of experiences and calls to mutual accountability within such groups is not a problem. Indeed, it may be a model for longstanding Christian communities to emulate. But how does one distinguish

**Questions for Reflection:**

What benefits might there be to having inquirers and candidates work in ministry contexts very different from their home congregations?

Are there benefits in them serving in both congregational and non-congregational ministry contexts?

What new and emerging forms of ministry might they be encouraged to explore?

How do both those exploring ministry and those in discernment with them think about the functions of ministry of Word and Sacrament that define the role of a teaching elder in “emergent” contexts?
the functions of ordered ministry by those gifted as deacons, ruling elders, or teaching elders? Do we need expanded theological understandings of ministry beyond these forms of ordered ministry?

**Changing Cultural Landscape**

The challenging questions surrounding the changes specifically in ministry contexts lead us finally to consider how changes in the broader society will shape ministry. For our purposes, we will look at just three areas: the “graying” of America, the trend toward an absence of any racial-ethnic majority, and the gender shift in higher education.

Many people have commented on the rise in the average age among members of PC (USA) congregations. Certainly not maintaining church participation among those baptized as children and confirmed as adolescents is a significant factor in this trend. Often overlooked, however, is the impact of the rising median age across American society generally. Consider the information in the chart on the change in population by age group during the first decade of this century. The most rapid growth, certainly as no surprise at this point, was caused by the “baby boomers” moving into middle age. But notice as well that there was a drop among those in what have become the “childrearing years” of 25-44. Finally, note the rise among those under 25 years of age, many of whom are children of “boomers” (who typically delayed having children as compared to their forebears). That group, both because they are the children of a large generation and because they are children of the most recent immigrants (who tend to have larger families), will likely be a generational cohort even larger than the “boomers.”

There are two likely implications from these trends. In terms of those who will seek to prepare for ministry, there will probably be a decrease in the number of “mid-career” inquirers and candidates (as their numbers in society drop) paired with increases in both younger inquirers (whose overall numbers in society will rise) and older inquirers (who will explore ministry options for longer life expectancies beyond what have been customary retirement ages). Enrollment trends in seminaries are already beginning to move in these directions. Secondly, in terms of those who will be ministered to, we should expect increasing needs to
minister to those at either end of the age spectrum. We will need church leaders skilled at ministering to both the oldest and the youngest among us as they become the largest groups within the society.

A longer term demographic trend that will reshape both society and the church is that before the middle of this century America will become a nation with no racial-ethnic majority. Again, that overall trend is not particularly surprising news at this point, but the combination of factors that are driving it may be. Immigration that is primarily from regions other than Europe coupled with the already mentioned generally higher birth rates among recent immigrant families are the major forces reshaping the racial distribution in American society. But another force changing the overall distribution that will have perhaps even more impact on the perception of racial-ethnic identity and the relations between racial ethnic groups is a steady increase in inter-racial marriages and the bi- and indeed multi-racial children who will be born into these families. These children and young people are much less willing to “choose between” their racial heritages by identifying with one particular racial-ethnic group. They see themselves not as simply White, Black, Hispanic, or Asian; they are multi-racial. And, just as importantly, since not only their communities but even their families are multi-racial gatherings, they tend to feel out of place in groups that are racially homogenous.

As with age, these trends in racial-ethnic distribution and identification will impact both congregations and inquirers and candidates in the preparation process. Over the next several decades, congregations may be pulled in two
competing directions. As immigration continues to increase, new immigrant communities—like so many previous immigrant groups—will at least initially form fellowships and congregations with others who share their identity and experiences. The PC(USA) is seeing some of the fruit of our foreign mission efforts over the decades come home to us as Presbyterians from Africa, Central and South America, Asia, and the Middle East immigrate to the United States. But the multicultural experiences of their children and (eventually) intermarriage rates among second and third generations could mean that such immigrant churches will only sustain their ethnic homogeneity if supported by a continuing influx of new immigrants.

Being pulled in these two different directions will have tremendous influence on the preparation of teaching elders to serve with these communities. First, we will need to identify those within these immigrant communities who have the gifts and calling that creates a willingness to prepare to serve in ordered ministry as teaching elders—and also ruling elders and deacons—within them. But we will also have to recognize that many persons whose ancestry places them within these racial-ethnic groups are going to desire to serve in the multiracial and multicultural communities in which they live. Their sense of call to create what some would call “post-racial” communities will be just as important to the future of the PC(USA) over the long term as the need to provide leadership for new immigrant fellowships and congregations is in the near term.

The final demographic trend we will consider is the amazingly rapid change in the proportions of higher education degrees awarded to men and women respectively. In 1960, only 38.4% of all bachelor’s degrees in the United States were earned by women. Just fifty years later, as the accompanying chart illustrates, significantly more undergraduate degrees were being awarded to women than to men (57.4% compared to 42.6%, respectively). Although overall professional degrees are now evenly divided between men and women, that will likely change over time as more women than men will have completed the undergraduate education required to enter professional degree programs. These trends are already being felt in both seminaries

**Questions for Reflection:**

What demographic changes are you seeing in your communities, your congregations, and among inquirers and candidates?

What characteristics will be needed in church leaders to be able to minister to homogenous and very diverse communities over the coming years and decades?

How can the process of preparation itself adapt to the changes that will result from these trends?
and presbyteries, where women currently make up slim but growing majorities of both students and those under care in the preparation for ministry process.

**Leadership for the Church in this Changing Landscape**

The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) has worked to give specific attention to exploring the changing cultural landscape in which the Spirit is calling the church to minister. A joint commission of the Committee on the Office of the General Assembly, the General Assembly Mission Council, and the Committee on Theological Education prepared a report on “Future Leadership Needs” for the church that reaffirmed the important roles not only of teaching elders, but also the other ordered ministries of ruling elders and deacons and indeed of “all the baptized.” A similar gathering was sponsored by all six agencies of the church in the “Leadership Initiative Consultation.” These full reports are included among the resources in the final section of this *Advisory Handbook.* Other efforts are ongoing, such as the General Assembly study committee on the “Nature of the Church for the 21st Century.”

No one knows exactly what the final impacts of the continuing cultural and demographic changes will be upon our society in general or the church in particular. There certainly will be need for transformational leaders who can help congregations to minister to transformed communities around them. There will also be need for leaders who can manage congregations and institutions that will continue to minister to the needs of constituencies that may themselves be gradually fading away. And there will be a need for leaders who can handle the delicate balancing act of both managing the current congregation while simultaneously leading it through transformation into what it will become in the future. All of that is just from the institutional side; the same needs for dealing with both management and transformation will apply to the individual leaders themselves. This time will be one in which both congregations and their leaders will have to be able to bring forth from the storehouse of our Reformed tradition treasures both old and new to share with our changing world (Matthew 13:52).

**Paving the way**

**Theological background**

The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) is firmly grounded in the Reformed tradition in its relationships with men and women who feel themselves called by God to be teaching elders serving in the ministries of the Word and Sacrament. Both in exploring with these persons their sense of vocation and in all subsequent

---

**Questions for Reflection:**

*What indications are you seeing in your local context regarding the types of ministry leaders you will be needing?*

*How might you use tools such as congregational mission studies in Church Information Forms and presbytery mission plans to explore emerging trends in ministry needs with inquirers and candidates?*

*What other tools may already be at hand that would be useful in this aspect of your joint discernment?*
procedures leading to ordination, the Reformed understanding of the church underlies what the *Book of Order* calls “full preparation” for ministry (G-2.0601).

As Reformed Christians, Presbyterians understand the church as a community called into being by Jesus Christ. It is Christ who gives the church its faith and life, its unity and mission, its offices and ordinances, and Christ who is its head in all things (F-1.02).

Presbyterians believe in “the ministry of all the baptized”—that all church members, regardless of their occupational choice, are engaged in ministry. That is their Christian vocation (G-1.0304). Some among them may be called by the Holy Spirit, through the church, to serve as teaching elders fulfilling the functions of the ministry of the Word and Sacrament. That ministry, then, is one among many occupations through which men and women express their God-given interests and abilities in life and daily work. Response to this calling, as to every other, is approached through a careful process of exploration and testing carried on within the community of faith during which gifts and motivations are evaluated in light of the needs of the church and the world.

The essential role of teaching elders is set forth in both the Bible and in the church’s constitutional documents. Among its key concepts are the following:

- Ordered ministries are a gift of God to the church so that all God’s people may be equipped for ministry (Ephesians 4:11-13).

- Teaching elders in particular equip all the baptized for their ministry by proclaiming the good news in Word and Sacrament, teaching faith/modeling faithfulness, joining with deacons in care for people, and together with ruling elders ensuring that the church’s life is governed in an orderly way (cf. G-2.0501).

- The church actively seeks and ordains persons whose gifts and abilities equip them for the ministry of the Word and Sacrament (G-2.0104); if a person ordained to this ministry is later called by God to other work, the church can release him or her from ordained office (G-2.0507).

- A person experiences God’s call to ministry privately as an inner urgency. The church, however, experiences that call publicly as it affirms that individual’s gifts for ministry and confirms God’s call through the acts of ordination and installation (G-2.0103).

Seen from this theological vantage point, the preparation for ministry process is an intentional engagement between the individual and the church for the purposes of discerning a person’s calling and developing her or his gifts for
ministry. Since we believe that God calls and gifts every Christian in their baptism not only to relationship with God but to ministry with and for God’s people, we are never trying to discern “if” a person in the process “has a call to ministry.” That is a given. Their baptism itself is “a call to ministry.” What this process is about is discerning whether a particular person has both the call and the gifts to perform the functions of ministry of Word and Sacrament on behalf of the church as a teaching elder. So let’s look at each of those two concepts—call and gifts—in turn.

Hearing the call

What is a “call to ministry”? Some of the most treasured stories in scripture are what we have come to refer to as “call stories.” There is Moses’ encounter with God in the burning bush. Isaiah’s vision of God enthroned and surrounded by the seraphs in the temple. Jesus’ challenge to Peter, James, John and others to lay down their nets, “Follow me and … fish for people.” Paul’s dramatic encounter with the risen Christ on the road to Damascus. All these stories relate times when people in different ways “heard God’s voice” calling them to do certain things.

But there are other stories in scripture where the call seems to originate in the community of God’s people. Mordecai confronts Esther at a moment of crisis with the question, “Who knows? Perhaps you have come to royal dignity for just such a time as this.” The communal needs in the early days of the church in Jerusalem led both the people and the disciples to call forward persons recognized as “full of the Spirit and of wisdom” to serve specific needs. Yet even though these calls begin with the community, we have long heard the rustling breezes of God’s Spirit moving through these stories.

Reformed theology has considered these and other stories in scripture and concluded that there are always three components to every call to ministry. First, and most importantly, there is God’s call experienced as the leading—and sometimes the active pulling—of the Spirit. Sometimes the Spirit’s leading is first felt by the individual (think Moses, Isaiah and Paul), and other times it is recognized first by others (consider Esther and those first deacons). But ultimately both individual and community are convinced of God’s leading.

Is it any wonder, then, that we speak of “discernment” when the ultimate goal is to find agreement between an individual and a community about God’s direction? The lead definition of the word “discern” in one dictionary is “to perceive (something hidden or obscure).” In many faith traditions “discernment” is a spiritual practice rooted fundamentally in prayer. Paul goes so far as to
include discernment among a list of spiritual gifts that includes such other gifts as healing and the working of miracles. But that same list of spiritual gifts includes the sharing of wisdom and knowledge—things we most often consider abilities or maybe talents rather than supernatural interventions like miracles.

**Developing the gifts**

Paul’s list of spiritual gifts, then, leads us directly back to the other thing that our process should be helping us to discern. We want to discern not only the call on the person’s life but also the gifts evident in their lives. That too is a basic principle in our Reformed theology: God’s call is to use the gifts God has placed or will develop within us. God overcomes Moses’ objections by strengthening his weaknesses. God purifies Isaiah’s lips to speak God’s message. Esther does use her “royal dignity” to intervene on behalf of God’s people. Over the course of his ministry, Jesus “makes” Peter, James and John into ones “who fish for people.” Stephen, Philip and the other deacons apply their faith, wisdom and spiritual maturity in new ways on behalf the community. Paul is first ministered to in Damascus and then takes time away in study and preparation before he becomes the ‘apostle to the Gentiles.’

Preparing for ministry of Word and Sacrament is a process of discernment. Sometimes individuals seek the confirmation of the community that they have heard God’s call clearly. Other times the community calls forward those who have the gifts it needs. Either way, discernment involves utilizing both spiritual disciplines and gifts to find consensus regarding whom God is calling to use their gifts in specific ministries centered in the Word and Sacraments on behalf of God’s people. The process succeeds whenever individuals are placed where their gifts meet with the call of the community and most fundamentally with God’s call to serve the needs of others, even if that place of ministry does not entail the functions of ministry of Word and Sacrament as understood within the Presbyterian Church.

**Milestones on the journey**

The relationship between the church and those who feel called to be teaching elders engaged in the ministries of Word and Sacrament carries important responsibilities for all involved.

- **For congregations,** it means educating all members in the biblical and Reformed understanding of Christian vocation and helping believers understand that the call of discipleship includes making responsible occupational choices. It also means nurturing and encouraging persons discerning a call to the ministry of the Word and Sacrament.

Questions for Reflection:

What distinction, if any, would you make between spiritual gifts, talents, and abilities?

What are some ways we might “rekindle the gift of God that is within” us (1 Timothy 1:6-7), or encourage others to do the same?
Questions for Reflection:
What gifts, skills, and experiences are most key when deciding who on sessions and from presbyteries should engage inquirers in discerning their gifts and calling for ministry?

Granting that both are important, would you rank knowledge of the process or experience in congregational leadership and other forms of ministry higher in selecting the presbyters who will work with those under care? Why?

• For inquirers and candidates, it involves a sense of solemn obligation to God and to the church. In some cases this means that it is the individual’s responsibility to recognize and accept the fact that her or his gifts and calling are to a ministry other than the ministry of the Word and Sacrament.

• For presbyteries, it means developing effective means of testing and validating the calls of those seeking to become teaching elders, providing them with guidance and oversight, and bringing to active candidacy those with appropriate abilities and motivation. To ensure that this important work is effectively carried out, those chosen to serve on behalf of the presbytery as covenant partners in the discernment and preparation process need particular gifts, skills and commitment.

• For theological institutions, it means upholding the Reformed standards of an educated ministry by providing Scriptural, historical, doctrinal and ecclesiastical disciplines, as well as opportunities for students to develop personal and professional skills.

• For all participants involved in preparation for ministry, it means relating to one another in continuing openness to God’s grace, with mutual trust and respect based upon the assurance that God has given everyone gifts to use in the church’s ministry. Integrity demands that each partner in the preparation process speak the truth with love to other partners at all times. It is important for partners to function in a way that reflects mutual accountability and honesty in all dealings with one another.

Key Concepts
The preparation for ministry process is grounded in an understanding of Christian vocation as a response to God’s preeminent grace which calls all Christians to ministry, whatever their occupations. Some among them are called by the Holy Spirit, through the church, to ministry of the Word and Sacrament. The process through which this call of the individual by Spirit through the church is confirmed is built upon four key concepts.

Covenant
Covenant relationships acknowledge that the Christian community’s primary commitment is to God. In the context of this commitment to and covenant relationship with God, the inquirer or candidate and the representatives of the session and the presbytery negotiate between themselves additional covenant agreements. These agreements affirm their mutual responsibility and provide the means for planning and evaluating the inquirer’s or candidate’s progress in more clearly discerning their call and in preparing and developing their gifts for the ministry of the Word and Sacrament.
The resulting ongoing relationships take seriously the unique background, experience and personal attributes that each person brings to the process. They enable the sharing of deep convictions, an enhanced understanding of the demands of ministry, and the self-evaluation that are essential to the process. Professional and spiritual guidance and personal support develop naturally within the context of such relationships.

**Consultations**

Consultations between the inquirer or candidate and the representatives of the session and the presbytery are based on specific goals in five areas of growth and on specific “expected outcomes” for both the inquiry and candidacy phases (see the material under the heading, “Inquiry, candidacy and beyond” in the next section of this Advisory Handbook). The purpose of consultations is to help a presbytery work with the individual at her or his current level of achievement and, through guided conversations and the mutual negotiation of new learning covenants, to stimulate further development in specific areas.

**Connectionalism**

Shared mutual accountability characterizes the preparation for ministry process. The pastor and session are responsible for helping members of the congregation understand what Christian vocation means. They are expected to provide the context within which individuals can discern the call to the ministry of the Word and Sacrament and understand the nature of this ministry. They help inquirers evaluate the suitability of their gifts and provide pastoral care and support during the preparation for ministry process. Acting as advocate for the inquirer or candidate, the session, through its moderator and presbytery commissioner(s), can call the presbytery to accountability in fulfilling its responsibilities.

The inquirer or candidate shares responsibility for her or his movement through the process and for planning for evaluating her or his growth.

The presbytery, through its representatives assigned the responsibility to care for those in the preparation for ministry process, provides pastoral care, guidance, support and evaluation of inquirers and candidates.

Theological institutions provide academic, field education and professional resources in the guidance and educational development and evaluation of inquirers and candidates.
At the conclusion of the preparation process, the responsibilities of examination and ordination are shared by both the inquirer’s or candidate’s presbytery of care and the presbytery of call. Having guided and evaluated the candidate’s progress through the cumulative series of consultations, the presbytery of care meets with the candidate in a “final assessment” of her or his readiness to receive a call (G-2.0607). When a call is extended by a church either within that presbytery or another, the presbytery of call ordinarily has the responsibility of examining the candidate for ordination and then ordaining and installing him or her in that ministry (G-2.0702).

The preparation for ministry process is one of continuing development. By providing a supportive community in which the inquirer or candidate assumes increasing responsibility for decisions made throughout the process, it introduces him or her to skills for self-development, goal-setting and self-evaluation. The individual is encouraged to develop these skills into conscious, disciplined planning for personal and professional growth which should continue throughout his or her ministry.

**Customization**

Anyone who compares the listed requirements in the Book of Order today to those in the 2005-2007 Book of Order will be immediately struck by the difference. That earlier edition presented a very detailed process spelled out over ten pages of the Form of Government. It set out instructions down to the level of specific areas of concern and discussion during annual consultations for each year of the traditional three-year Master of Divinity program. By contrast, the current Book of Order treats the full process in two pages. It focuses almost exclusively on purposes and outcomes rather than process.

At one level the streamlining of the constitutional requirements in the preparation for ministry process is simply one example of the overall pattern in the current Book of Order. More significant, however, are the ultimately theological reasons for this approach—most importantly for the preparation for ministry process a recognition of the diversity of God’s people and gifts. That diversity means that while it is possible to state denomination-wide purposes and outcomes, it really is not possible to have a single, denomination-wide process. The need for a variety of processes works itself out at both institutional and individual levels.

Presbyteries differ on a broad variety of measures. They vary in size both in terms of membership (whether gauged by congregations or church members)

**Question for Reflection:**
Ordination to service as a teaching elder is an act on behalf of the full church. How does the connectionalism expressed in that statement inform the work of presbyteries that may be overseeing inquirers and candidates who will receive first calls to serve in other presbyteries?
and geographical size. Some presbyteries have large membership concentrated geographically in a specific urban area. Others have small memberships spread across large areas with predominately rural communities. Still others combine both features, with a concentration of members in a large urban center but extended out a considerable distance to draw in smaller cities and rural communities. These differences in size can also be reflected in the number of persons under care in the preparation for ministry process. Taken together it is easy to see that a process that works well to provide support, guidance, and oversight to more than 75 persons in a presbytery located in single metropolitan area is not likely to work as well in a presbytery with two or three such persons scattered across a vastly larger area. But there are also differences between presbyteries in what they believe are essential skills, educational and professional experiences, and even theological positions among those who would serve in the ministry contexts they know well.

As we have seen inquirers and candidates also differ in many ways. Some have lifelong affiliations with the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.); others have their first contact with our church through attending one of our seminaries, which they chose because it was in their local community. Some have a clear and specific sense of call to pastoral ministry; others only begin to think about the possibilities of ministry as a teaching elder after seminary graduation, having made the decision to pursue graduate theological education for personal rather than professional reasons. Some have already been ordained as ruling elders or deacons; others begin the process not even knowing enough about PC(USA) polity to know that Reformed churches ordain to ministries other than pastoral service. Some will be beginning their adult vocational lives; others have extensive vocational experience, with some of them having gained skills that transfer directly to pastoral or specialized ministries and others with experience in fields without apparent connections to ministry of Word and Sacrament.

The preparation for ministry process will never be “one-size-fits-all,” or even as some manufacturers now somewhat diplomatically phrase it, “one-size-fits-most.” The process must not only permit customization, but indeed have it as a core principle. One way to visualize the relationship is presented by the pyramid at the right. The Book of Order requirements provide the foundation of requirements expected of everyone who is to be ordained as a teaching elder in service to the PC(USA). To those, each presbytery may add its own requirements and expectations of every inquirer and candidate under its care. Some of those will be process related (how often

Questions for Reflection:
One understanding of “fairness” is that the same things must be expected of everyone. How would you respond to someone who says, “A customizable process is by definition an unfair process”?

What safeguards might be needed to reduce the chances that individualized requirements might become cover for prejudices or discrimination?
and in what ways will consultations be conducted, how are progress reports to be provided, etc.), and others may be specific preparation requirements (is a psychological profile required and what must it include, must field education include a certified clinical pastoral education [CPE] program, etc.). And finally, the covenant agreements between inquirers and candidates and their presbyteries may include requirements that are specific to the individual. Maybe a presbytery will require CPE of a particular candidate because they are discerning a call to chaplaincy even though it does not require CPE of everyone under care in that presbytery.

If one were to visualize this same structure of requirements not in terms of the “foundations” or numbers of persons who must fulfill the requirements, but instead in terms of the requirements a specific individual must meet, then the pyramid might look more like the one at the left. Most of the requirements are likely to be custom tailored to the inquirer or candidate through the covenant agreements. Everyone’s process is going to be different because the issues that will require discernment and the ways in which gifts and talents still need to be developed will be different for each inquirer and candidate.

**Looking ahead**

What follows, then, in this *Advisory Handbook* is truly meant to be advisory. It presents both wisdom gathered from the past and new ideas that might be tried. It is not an instruction manual for assembling pastors, or a flow-chart decision tree where the final outcome is determined by which boxes are checked and which remain unchecked. Even the use of this handbook will require discernment as presbyteries, sessions, inquirers and candidates consult it and decide what is useful in their particular contexts and relationships, what might need to be tweaked, and where different paths entirely will need to be explored.
WALKING THE ROAD TOGETHER

Inquiry
- Call
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Candidacy
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Preparation for ordination as a teaching elder

Inquiry, candidacy and beyond

The preparation for ministry process involves two phases: inquiry and candidacy. These two phases are designed to explore the call, evaluate the gifts, and support the preparation of men and women who either are personally exploring their sense of a call to ordered ministry as a teaching elder or have been encouraged by the faith community to consider the possibility that God is calling them to that particular ministry. The model for the ministry of the teaching elder is the ministry of Jesus Christ. Therefore, the church’s responsibility—acting primarily through the session of the person’s congregation and the presbytery of which that congregation is a part—is to help these individuals grow toward maturity in Christ and a deeper understanding of their place in Christ’s ongoing ministry through the church.

To do this effectively, each presbytery will need to develop procedures “to guide, nurture, and oversee” those in the process of discerning a call to and preparing for ministry as teaching elders (G-3.0307). A presbytery must include all the constitutionally mandated requirements and procedures, but is also free develop its own “mechanisms and processes” appropriate to its particular ministry context (see the discussion of “Customization” at the close of the first section of this Advisory Handbook). Ordinarily a presbytery will facilitate its work through ruling and teaching elders selected to serve on a committee or some other entity of the presbytery. These representatives are given authority to act on the presbytery’s behalf in some portions of the process, they must be constituted as a commission (see G-3.0109b). For the sake of convenience, throughout this Advisory Handbook we will refer to those representatives of the presbytery who have been delegated these responsibilities as “the presbytery committee overseeing preparation for ministry” (or simply, “the presbytery’s committee”).

---

Nature and Purpose of Preparation

It is important that those who are to be ordained as teaching elders receive full preparation for their task under the direction of the presbytery. For this purpose, a presbytery shall enter into covenant relationship with those preparing to become teaching elders and with their sessions and congregations. This relationship shall be divided into the two phases of inquiry and candidacy.

---

[Presbytery as] Pastor, Counselor and Advisor to Teaching Elders and Congregations

... Each presbytery shall develop and maintain mechanisms and processes to guide, nurture and oversee the process of preparing to become a teaching elder.

To facilitate the presbytery’s oversight of inquirers and candidates, ... it may delegate its authority to designated entities within the presbytery. Such entities shall be composed of ruling elders and teaching elders in approximately equal numbers, bearing in mind the principles of unity in diversity in F-1.0403. All actions carried out as a result of delegated authority must be reported to the presbytery at its next regular meeting.

---
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While both the inquiry and candidacy phases of the process have their particular purposes defined by the *Book of Order* (G-2.0603 and 2.0604), they accomplish those purposes by promotion and assessment of the individual’s development in five key areas:

1. *Education for Ministry*, which includes evaluation of the individual’s academic potential and progress, and reflection on their educational experiences in relation to their preparation for ordered ministry as a teaching elder.

2. *Spiritual Development*, which provides a framework in which individuals can reflect on their personal faith journey and their spiritual practices to discern the will of God in their lives.

3. *Interpersonal Relations*, which provide opportunities to reflect on how one relates to others, one’s leadership style, and what they mean in terms of the functions and responsibilities of the ministry of the Word and Sacrament.

4. *Personal Growth*, through which persons reflect on who they are, what areas they need to develop, how to understand their call, and how to develop personal stewardship.

5. *Professional Development*, to help persons develop specific skills that will enhance their effectiveness as teaching elders and as presbyters, especially in the areas of understanding one’s ministry context and the ability to deal with conflict that may emerge in ministry settings where one serves.

During both the inquiry and candidacy phases, the individual’s progress is measured through the formulation of covenant agreements (G-2.0601) that set out specific expected outcomes formulated in light of these five growth areas. It is important that the expected outcomes be understood as essential goals rather than simply as minimum requirements to be met or papers to be written. These expected outcomes serve as the focus of ongoing consultations between the inquirer or candidate, the session and the presbytery’s committee as they discern the person’s suitability for this form of ministry and evaluate readiness to be examined and ordained as a teaching elder.

Although it is not a separate “phase” of the process defined by the *Book of Order*, it is important to recognize that the special relationship between a candidate, the session, and the presbytery’s committee does not end with the decision that the person is “certified ... ready for examination for ordination, pending a call” (G-2.0607). Even after the candidate is “certified,” there is a need to
maintain the relationship through a covenant laying out new goals both regarding how the candidate will seek a call and maintain ministry skills as the search progresses. Candidates are “under care” of the presbytery until they leave the process either by ordination, withdrawal, or removal.

**Shared responsibilities for care**

The process of inquiry and candidacy is built upon the biblical concept of covenant relationship. That is, it is both a response to God’s faithfulness and an expression of the concern people have for one another. The process further affirms that all aspects of the church’s life are based upon God’s gracious promises and on the belief that God’s self-giving love undergirds all that the church is and does. Throughout the entire process, all who are involved in the covenant relationship need to approach their tasks with seriousness and diligence, communicating openly and intentionally with each other.

The three partners in this covenant are the individual under care, the session of the congregation where that person is a member, and the presbytery of which that congregation is a part. Presbyteries will usually assign most of the particular responsibilities for its relationship with the person to a committee or ministry team. That committee may work exclusively with those in the preparation for ministry process, or complete these tasks along with other areas of responsibility. There are some actions that may be taken with regard to the preparation for ministry process, however, that will require formal action of the presbytery itself (for example, the granting of any exceptions to the usual requirements; G-2.0610).

The **Book of Order** is clear that the final responsibility for the preparation process resides with the presbytery. The session will make recommendations about whether the person should be enrolled as an inquirer, and may be asked to share what it is discerning about the individual’s sense of call and developing ministry gifts during the process. It will continue to provide pastoral care and support to the person as it does to all its congregational members. But it is the presbytery that has the responsibilities for oversight of the person’s preparation, to make a decision about suitability for ministry, and finally to assess readiness to seek a call to ministry that would require ordination as a teaching elder.
Oversight and immigration issues

The Book of Order embraces diversity and encourages all to participate in ordered ministry regardless of human condition. It is important, however, to discuss the immigration status of a person under care. As partners in the covenant, the individual under care, the session and the presbytery hold a responsibility to one another to know a non-resident inquirer or candidate’s immigration status and resulting ability to work in the United States. Neglecting to consider this important fact can place the non-resident individual at risk.

Persons who work or accept “scholarships” for activity that looks like work without proper authorization are at risk of losing their immigration status and harming their ability to gain a more permanent immigration status in the future. The inquirer or candidate, as the partner in the covenant most likely to know his/her own immigration status, is responsible for understanding the limitations he/she has under his/her immigration status.

While the responsibility lies with the inquirer or candidate, immigration law is confusing and often non-residents do not understand all of the limitations of their immigration status. For this reason, the denomination provides the Office of Immigration Issues to give advice and counsel to presbyteries and congregations with members who have immigration issues. Before working for a church community or engaging in any activity that looks like work for a church community, the non-resident inquirer or candidate should contact the Office of Immigration Issues (Teresa.Waggener@pcusa.org ; 502-569-5372 or Melissa.Davis@pcusa.org; 502-569-5007) to ensure that his/her legal immigration status allows this kind of work.

Changing the partners to the covenant

There may be times when it makes sense for a person who is taking part in the preparation for ministry process to move their congregational membership to a different congregation. Perhaps they no longer have any communal ties to the city where the church is located because a family member has accepted employment in a different region. Whatever the reason, an inquirer or candidate must remember that the presbytery has primary responsibility for the preparation for ministry. Especially when new congregation membership will also mean a new presbytery of care there must be careful coordination between the congregations and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer of Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At the request of the inquirer or candidate and with the approval of the sessions and presbyteries involved, a presbytery may transfer the covenant relationship of an inquirer or candidate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G-2.0608
presbyteries involved. Both the new session and the new presbytery need to agree to assume the responsibilities of care before congregational membership is changed. Keep in mind that because each presbytery controls its own rolls, there is no requirement that a presbytery accept an inquirer or candidate on its rolls just because the person is currently under care of another presbytery.

It is also possible that changes in the circumstance of the congregation of membership rather than life changes for the inquirer or candidate may necessitate a change in the partners to the covenant of preparation for ministry. These changes might include a presbytery’s decision to dissolve a congregation or to dismiss it to another presbytery or other Reformed body. Because the covenant relationship is always three-fold—involving the individual, the session of the congregation of membership, and the presbytery of which that congregation is a part—the inability of the congregation through its session to continue in this covenant will necessitate a change in the partners to it.

The process to be followed in these situations is most easily seen by considering the case of inquirers or candidates who are members of a congregation that has been dissolved by the presbytery. The Book of Order directs that if a congregation has members at the time of its dissolution then the presbytery itself will assume jurisdiction over the members until such time as it may grant a transfer of membership to another congregation (G-3.0301c). For members who are also inquirers or candidates, they would also remain under care of the presbytery in the preparation process until such time as they are received by the new congregation.

- If the congregation which the inquirer or candidate desires to join is within the same presbytery and its session is willing to assume its responsibilities for someone under care in the preparation process, then the presbytery would grant the congregational membership transfer and the preparation process would continue uninterrupted.

- If the congregation the inquirer or candidate desires to join is outside the presbytery’s bounds, it should confer with both that congregation’s session and its presbytery to determine whether they are agreeable to a transfer of the care relationship under the terms of G-2.0608.

Although the decision about the new congregation the inquirer will join should not be made hastily, it also should not be unnecessarily delayed.

When inquirers or candidates are members of a congregation that is being dismissed, the presbytery should first ascertain their desire regarding whether to
remain in the process of preparation for possible service as a teaching elder within the PC(USA).

- If the individual wishes to maintain membership in the PC(USA) and continue in the preparation process, then as with a dissolved congregation the presbytery itself would take jurisdiction over the member until such time as it may grant a transfer of membership to another congregation (following the process outlined above).

- If the individual wishes to maintain membership in the congregation being dismissed from the PC(USA):
  - The presbytery should invite the inquirer or candidate to “withdraw” from the preparation process.
  - Should he or she decline to “withdraw,” the presbytery may act to “remove” her or him from the process on the grounds that she or he is no longer a member and subject to the discipline of a PC(USA) congregation (see G-2.0609; G-2.0605).

Take the time necessary
The first items identified by the Book of Order as “evidence of readiness to begin ordered ministry as a teaching elder” are a candidate’s personal qualities of “wisdom and maturity of faith, leadership skills, compassionate spirit, honest repute, and sound judgment” (G-2.0607). If you are going to assess those kinds of qualities, then the center of the preparation for ministry process is going to have to be the building of a relationship. Now, when we identify relationship building as the core of the work between an individual, a congregation, and a presbytery in discerning one’s call to ministry, we are not talking about just getting to know one another. We are talking about building the kind of relationship where both affirming and challenging truths can be spoken and heard. It takes time to build those kinds of relationships, and it takes work to gather the information about the person and the current needs of the church and the world to make decisions about “suitability” and “readiness” for ministry.

The two years required by the Book of Order for inquiry and candidacy, then, show just how seriously the church takes this responsibility to devote the time necessary to build relationships where all the partners truly know each other.

---

**Time Requirements**

To be enrolled as an inquirer, the applicant shall be a member of the sponsoring congregation, shall have been active in the work and worship of that congregation for at least six months, and shall have received the endorsement of the session of the sponsoring congregation. The inquiry and candidacy phases shall continue for a period of no less than two years, including at least one year as a candidate.

---

**Question for Reflection**

Just how caring is it really for either the individual or the broader church to rush through those who may not have had time to develop their gifts for ministry to a point of readiness?
There will certainly be practical considerations and other factors that will pressure both those under care and those responsible for their care to rush to a conclusion. But the stakes are high for the individuals, their families, and the broader church. Time taken at the beginning to clearly discern the person’s call and to develop their gifts can both stave off problems and increase effectiveness for years to come.

For those familiar with past practice relative to the congregational membership time requirement in order to be enrolled as an inquirer and formally enter the preparation process with the presbytery, attention needs to be given to a significant change in the constitutional standards (see G-2.0602). The Form of Government continues to require that every person “enrolled as an inquirer ... shall be a member of the sponsoring congregation.” However, no specific time requirement is attached to that membership; rather, the time requirement has been shifted to the period in which the person has been “active in the worship and work of the congregation.” Before the session can issue its “endorsement,” the individual must “have been active in the worship and work of that congregation for at least six months.”

What does this change mean as a practical matter? Well, for one thing it means that it is not enough for the person to simply be on the congregation’s roll as an “active member” (G-1.0402). The person must have been regularly engaged in the worship life and ministry of the congregation. The members of the session, at least collectively if perhaps not individually, should know the person well enough within the context of congregational life to form an at least preliminary opinion that they can envision this person as a teaching elder fulfilling the functions of ministry of Word and Sacrament. It also means that a person who has been actively engaged in the congregation’s “worship and work” for six months or more but only officially joins the congregation for the purpose of entering the preparation process may receive the session’s endorsement without additional time passing following reception into membership. To put it simply, while being a member is important (to assure proper oversight, G-2.0605), what is even more important is the person’s relationship with the congregation and session and how well the session knows through direct experience the person’s gifts and callings for ministry.

What questions might a presbytery ask a session in this regard in order to understand how the session reached a decision about endorsing an applicant?

The Book of Order requires that of the total time spent in the preparation for ministry process “at least one year [is to be] as a candidate” (G-2.0602). Like other requirements, this distribution of the time between inquiry and candidacy as well as the requirement of an overall period of two years under care may be
waived by a three-quarters vote of the presbytery (G-2.0610). But again, no one’s interests are truly served by rushing people through the process before there is a clear understanding of their suitability, fitness and readiness for a call to ministry requiring ordination as a teaching elder.

Preparing for ministry through ministry practice

The presbytery’s committee overseeing preparation for ministry is responsible for monitoring the covenant among presbytery, inquirers/candidates and the session. Inquirers and candidates are required to engage in some form of supervised service to the church. Such ministry practice needs to be done under the guidance of supervisors who will provide reports evaluating the service and ministry performed. An inquirer or candidate who has not been previously ordained as a ruling elder may not serve as moderator of a session, administer the Sacraments, or perform a marriage service. An inquirer or candidate previously ordained as a ruling elder may be authorized to administer the Lord’s Supper when required to fulfill responsibilities for which they have been commissioned by the presbytery, but such authorization is not a usual or customary component of preparation for ministry.

Field education assignments that are under the supervision of a theological institution do not require presbytery approval; however, field education assignments that place an inquirer or candidate as the student intern having sole pastoral responsibility for the life of a church require the counsel and oversight of the presbytery having jurisdiction over the church. An inquirer or candidate should not undertake to serve a church, even as a temporary supply, without the approval of the presbytery having jurisdiction over the church as well as the approval of the presbytery’s committee overseeing the inquirer’s or candidate’s preparation for ministry.

A ruling elder previously “commissioned for particular pastoral service” (G-2.10) who enters the process of preparation for ministry as an inquirer may continue to be authorized to administer sacraments in accordance with the presbytery’s previous grant of authority. However, authority to exercise those responsibilities of ministry is limited to the setting identified in the commission; it does not

---

**Service in Covenant Relationship**

*Inquirers and candidates shall, with the permission of the presbytery of care, engage in some form of supervised service to the church. No inquirer or candidate who has not been previously ordained as a ruling elder may serve as moderator of a session, administer the Sacraments, or perform a marriage service. An inquirer or candidate previously ordained as a ruling elder may be authorized by the presbytery to preside at the Lord’s Supper when invited by a session.*

G-2.0606

---

**Question for Reflection:**

How might presbytery entities responsible for overseeing ruling elders commissioned for particular pastoral service and for overseeing preparation for ministry coordinate when such elders are also discerning and preparing for a possible call as teaching elders?
extended to other ministry contexts (such as seminary field education placements) without a specific act of the presbytery revising the commission. It is also possible that an inquirer or candidate previously ordained as a ruling elder and having fulfilled the presbytery’s training and examination requirements (G-2.1002) may likewise be “commissioned for particular pastoral service.” In either case, it will be very important for the entities charged with overseeing these areas of the presbytery’s work to maintain clear lines of communication with one another and carefully establish their respective relationships with any individuals simultaneously in these distinct roles.

**Inquiry Phase**

The purpose of the inquiry phase is to provide opportunities for the church and for those who believe they may be called to ordered ministry as teaching elders to explore and test that call together. To make this exploration as effective as possible, a network of caring, supportive relationships is initiated—first, between the inquirer and the church session, then with the presbytery through its committee overseeing preparation for ministry, and also with the theological institution they may be attending. In regular consultation with the presbytery’s committee, inquirers evaluate the personal implications of and their suitability for a vocation as a teaching elder; are guided in prayerful examination of their motivations, personal faith and experience in congregational and other ministry settings; and make a serious assessment of the gifts needed by teaching elders comparing them with their own gifts. This phase also provides the church with opportunities to respond directly to the inquirer’s questions and concerns about the role and responsibilities of a teaching elder.

**Admission to Inquiry**

A member of a congregation may be considered for enrollment as an inquirer by approaching the session about her or his desire to engage with the church in a process of discernment regarding the possibility of becoming a teaching elder. If the session agrees that such a joint discernment is warranted, it will assist that individual in beginning a formal process with the presbytery’s committee overseeing preparation for ministry. Official enrollment as an inquirer is an action by the presbytery (possibly by authority delegated to its commission responsible for preparation for ministry, G-3.0307), and is intended to be a
thoughtful and deliberate step. Individuals are encouraged to take this formal action soon after they have made their personal decision to explore this ministry so that the presbytery’s committee can provide them with support and counsel as early as possible.

Unless an exception has been approved by the presbytery (see G-2.0610 and “Exceptions” below), the individual must have been “active in the work and worship of [the] congregation for at least six months” and be a member of the congregation before the session presents its endorsement to the presbytery’s committee (G-2.0602). In making the decision about whether to endorse the individual for the inquiry phase, it is advisable for the session to consult with the person not only about his or her personal sense of call but also about what gifts and abilities for ministry the session has observed during the person’s involvement with the congregation. It can be helpful to both session members and the individual in deciding whether to recommend formal enrollment as an inquirer to include in this consultation discussion about God’s call to ministry of all who have been baptized and the Reformed understanding of the distinct functions and responsibilities of each of the ordered ministries (teaching elder, ruling elder, and deacon).

When a session decides to endorse a congregation member’s request to be enrolled as an inquirer, it will forward that endorsement to presbytery through the process established by that presbytery. Such endorsements might be received by the presbytery’s stated clerk, the moderator of the presbytery’s committee overseeing preparation for ministry, or another designated person.

Upon receipt of the session’s endorsement, the presbytery will need to make a decision regarding whether to enroll the person as an inquirer. Usually the presbytery’s committee will want to conduct its own interview with the person, but it may require additional materials beyond the session endorsement before conducting this interview. These might include submission of application packets including recommendations from references, standard criminal and financial record background checks, reports from psychological assessments of mental health wholeness and leadership potential in ministry, and so forth. (Presbyteries may alternatively require some of these items and others during the inquiry phase rather than before beginning it.) The presbytery may also desire to hear directly from a member of the session about its endorsement. The point is not to prejudge a decision about the person’s “suitability for ordered ministry” (the constitutionally defined purpose of inquiry, G-2.0603), but to determine whether there are sound reasons for engaging in the considerable work and expense

Questions for Reflection:
With Baptism, sessions are to encourage “parents to present their children ... without undue haste, but without undue delay” (W-2.3012). How might that advice inform sessions in their responsibility toward members considering ordered ministry?

What materials (such as transcripts, references, etc.) might a session want to have before meeting with a member about possibly entering into formal inquiry?

What are some specific questions or areas of questioning a session would want to ask during such interviews?
required of both the individual and the presbytery of undertaking the formal preparation for ministry process.

**During Inquiry**

The date of the presbytery’s action to enroll the person as an inquirer marks the beginning of the covenant relationship for the purposes of the constitutional time requirements (G-2.0602). The inquiry phase should be of sufficient length for the inquirer, the session, and the presbytery’s committee to formulate a decision regarding the inquirer’s “suitability for ordered ministry.”

In order to make that decision on an informed basis, it is useful for all parties to have specific information beyond just a general sense of how things are going. Presbyteries over the years have found it advisable to have formal, written covenant agreements that lay out specific activities and goals related to the five key developmental areas (see above under “Inquiry, candidacy, and beyond,” p. 31). These covenant agreements should be carefully and prayerfully developed. They need to be more than just “busy work” or “hurdles to be cleared” if they are going to contribute to the preparation for ministry process. Each goal should be designed to produce outcomes that further an inquirer’s understanding of call and develop her or his gifts for ministry. More important than whether each goal is completed is what has been learned by the inquirer and the presbytery through the effort and attention committed to the agreed upon goals.

In the past the Form of Government required an “annual consultation” between the inquirer (and also candidates at that phase of the process) and the presbytery’s committee to assess her or his progress toward previously established goals in each of the five growth areas and to negotiate together appropriate new goals. While references to “annual consultations” no longer appear in the *Book of Order*, the need for consultation certainly has not gone away. If anything, there is probably a need for more consultations and on more frequent intervals than just once a year. More frequent contact is especially important to build the relationship and trust that are essential to this discernment process. Some presbyteries are exploring the use of Internet technologies like email and video conferencing (available for free through services like Skype and FaceTime) to encourage more regular check-ins. Others are using these in conjunction with more extensive face-to-face meetings through retreats that bring together those under care and those responsible for overseeing their preparation. Such retreats can provide excellent opportunities for both inquirers (and

**Questions for Reflection:**

Are there certain goals that, as a presbytery, you would want all inquirers to meet? If so, what would they be?

What goals would be especially useful in assessing “suitability for ministry” as compared to simply developing ministry skills?

Given the number and location of inquirers and candidates under care in your presbytery, what would be the most effective types of consultation to develop a relationship where mutual discernment can take place?
candidates) to explore broader trends in the church and ministry with the members of the presbytery’s committee.

The inquiry phase is a period of asking questions openly and honestly.

• What are the gifts for ministry that others recognize in the person’s life?

• Where might those gifts fit in response to the needs of the church and God’s people broadly in the world?

• What are the functions that, within the Reformed tradition, distinguish the ministry of Word and Sacrament from other forms of ministry such as the ordained service of deacons and ruling elders? Does the inquirer have the gifts, temperament, and interests that would enable her or him to fulfill those functions of ministry of Word and Sacrament?

• How willing and able is the person to follow the call of God’s Spirit to serve in this ministry wherever that may lead?

Presbyteries are also encouraged to widen the consultations beyond just conversations between the inquirer and committee members. The seminary or institution of theological education possibly being attended by the inquirer will likely have important insights into his or her aptitudes and developing gifts for ministry. Receiving reports from the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Theological Institution Contact person at these schools can provide information that goes well beyond what may be found in a transcript. Similarly, reports from those who are supervising an inquirer’s field education assignments or other supervised practice of ministry programs will be invaluable.

Deciding about “suitability for ordered ministry”

Over the years, many presbytery committees and inquirers have found it helpful when making a determination about whether or not there is the potential to be a candidate for ministry of Word and Sacrament to review six specific areas. These particular areas have been referred to in the past as “outcomes of inquiry.”

• The inquirer should be able to articulate an understanding of Christian vocation in the Reformed tradition and how it relates to his or her personal sense of call.

• She or he should be able to express their personal faith in a manner that demonstrates an understanding of the Reformed tradition.

Questions for Reflection:

What other questions have you found useful in working with inquirers?

Are there questions you think would be especially helpful in determining an inquirer’s ability to work in your changing ministry context?
• He or she should be able to expound upon at least one concept from that personal faith statement at greater depth explaining what it suggests about God, humanity, and their interrelationships.

• The inquirer should be able to explain what it means for them to be Presbyterian, indicating how that awareness grows out of participation in the life of a particular church.

• She or he should be able to discuss their personal and cultural background as it relates to the ministry of Word and Sacrament, including a concern for maintaining personal spiritual, physical, and mental health. Inquirers should also be able to relate their own personal cultural location to changes in American society and its increasingly multicultural character.

• He or she should be able to express their understanding of the tasks teaching elders perform, including expression both of his or her specific gifts for this particular ministry and of areas in which further growth is needed.

Consultations throughout the inquiry phase provide opportunities for the inquirer to demonstrate these abilities and others that a presbytery believes are indications of suitability for ministry. These consultations may also suggest other specific tasks that might be relevant in the determining a particular inquirer’s suitability for ministry. It can be helpful to have inquirers prepare written responses to at least some of these tasks. The very act of writing tends to focus their thinking, and written statements have the added advantage that they can be read by members of the session and the presbytery’s committee in advance of a conversation about them where they can be explored more deeply.

Whether or not written statements are required, the conversation about these areas of self-understanding is far more important than simply the ability to produce responses. It is what is learned about the inquirer that matters, not that these exercises in self-exploration were completed. Does the inquirer’s self-understanding of her or his gifts for ministry fit with the personal experience of the inquirer’s ministry by the pastor, elders on session, and the ministers and elders on the presbytery’s committee or reports they have received from seminary field education and others? Does the understanding and experience of the ministry of Word and Sacraments by these pastors and elders suggest to them that the inquirer has the potential to be a strong colleague in this ministry?

But these questions about self-understanding in the context of ministry need to be paired with frank and honest conversations about the current realities of
pastoral ministry within the Presbyterian Church. For example, a sizable majority of most Presbyterians—and so, not surprisingly, most inquirers—belong to congregations with more than 250 members. However, a majority of our churches have fewer than 100 members, and many are in rural areas or inner-city neighborhoods. Such congregations often do not have budgets that can support salary and compensation packages in keeping with presbytery-set minimums for full-time pastoral positions. Additionally, one current trend within the church is the formation of smaller faith communities that may be intentionally smaller than 100 members as a means for maintaining mutual accountability in their discipleship. Is the inquirer willing and able to consider ministry with churches quite different from the congregations where they may belong? Is the inquirer willing and able to accept a call that may require both relocation to another area and pairing pastoral ministry with other forms of work to make the arrangement economically viable?

Ultimately, all these questions come down to this: Does the overall experience of the inquiry phase point toward a future in the ministry of Word and Sacrament for the inquirer, or do his or her gifts and passions suggest a better fit with other ministries of the church? Our Reformed theology stresses we are all called to ministry in our baptism. The purpose of inquiry is for a communal discernment of whether the inquirer is gifted and called to the ministry of Word and Sacrament or to another form of service—perhaps even another form of ordered ministry as a ruling elder or deacon. A successful outcome of inquiry is finding that area of ministry whether or not it means continuing further in preparation as a candidate for ordered ministry as a teaching elder.

Both inquirers and those who work with them need to recognize that the presbytery’s decision to enter the candidacy phase with an individual involves hard questions that go to the very core of a person’s self-understanding. It will not always be the case that inquirers, their sessions, and presbytery’s committees will simultaneously reach the same conclusions. But it does not benefit the inquirer to continue into candidacy if a presbytery has made a determination that his or her gifts are better suited to other areas of service. Everyone in the process must recognize that when a presbytery enters into the candidacy phase with an individual, the expectation is established that once preparation is completed that person will find a call to this ministry. If the presbytery is still uncertain about whether an inquirer’s gifts are suitable for the ministry of Word and Sacrament, the individual needs to continue in the inquiry phase rather than establish false expectations by prematurely transitioning to candidacy.

---

**Question for Reflection:**

How might a discussion of how an inquirer’s vision of themselves in future ministry fits with the types of pastoral leaders the church needs inform a decision about “suitability for ministry”?

---

**Question for Reflection:**

What are some practical ways a presbytery can help an inquirer to hear “no” or “not yet” to ordered ministry as a teaching elder as “yes” to other ministries for which they are gifted and to which God is calling them through the community?
Candidacy Phase

A presbytery’s decision to move an individual from inquiry to the candidacy phase indicates a communal discernment of that person’s suitability for ordered ministry as a teaching elder. So in the candidacy phase the primary focus shifts to providing for the candidate’s “full preparation” and conducting a formal assessment of her or his “fitness and readiness for a call to ministry requiring ordination” as a teaching elder (G-2.0604).

The covenanting process of setting goals through genuine consultation between the presbytery and the person under care that was begun in inquiry continues in the candidacy phase. However, the Book of Order makes it clear that particularly in the candidacy phase it is the presbytery’s responsibility to provide “support, guidance, and evaluation” (G-2.0604, emphases added) to the candidate. The candidates’ responsibility, then, is not just to keep their presbyteries informed about their progress through theological education, supervised practice of ministry, and so forth, but to follow their presbytery’s guidance as to how they should be preparing for a potential call as a teaching elder through developing their gifts for ministry and evaluating the progress of their development. The presbytery’s responsibility also includes the evaluation of when the candidate has made “full preparation” and is ready to be considered for a call to service as a teaching elder.

Entering the Candidacy Phase

An inquirer becomes a candidate by an action of presbytery. In accord with its responsibilities in the Book of Order, each presbytery “shall develop and maintain mechanisms and processes” (G-3.0307) for when and how a decision is to be made about an inquirer’s “suitability for ministry” and whether to move that person to candidacy. Some presbyteries may establish formal application procedures initiated by inquirers and requiring submission of specific materials (such as an endorsement from the session recommending transitioning to candidacy). Others may choose a less structured process where the decision to either proceed to candidacy or conclude inquiry emerges more organically from the ongoing consultation process. In such models, the move to candidacy is approached more as an invitation by the community than a request by the individual inquirer.
Since the Form of Government requires that ordinarily the total time under care shall include “at least one year as a candidate” (G-2.0602), the presbytery’s procedures should establish a specific date on which it approved the action to transition the inquirer to the candidacy phase. Additionally, the presbytery’s procedures should indicate whether the decision to move an inquirer to the candidacy phase is a “delegated authority” given to its commission overseeing preparation for ministry as teaching elders (G-3.0307 and G-3.0109b(3)), or whether it is reserved to the presbytery itself.

Because of the significance of the communal decision that an inquirer is considered “suitable for ministry as a teaching elder,” some presbyteries may decide to conduct a special service for “Receiving a Candidate under Care.” (See Book of Occasional Services [Louisville: Geneva Press, 1990], pp. 270-271; note that while current editions include a section headed, “Constitutional Questions,” those affirmations have not been mandated by the Book of Order since 2007.) The service focuses on new candidates’ public declarations that they believe themselves called to this ministry and that they will accept the presbytery’s supervision and determination of their “full preparation” for the ministry of Word and Sacrament. In part depending on whether the procedures require a vote by the whole presbytery or an action by its commission to move someone to candidacy, presbyteries may wish to consider the relative benefits of conducting such services in the context of a presbytery’s worship or that of the individual’s congregation of membership.

During Candidacy

The covenant relationship between the candidate and the presbytery continues to be expressed through the regular pattern of consultations begun during inquiry, but with specific attention given to the “support, guidance, and evaluation” of the candidate’s progress in the developmental areas of preparation for ministry (see above under “Inquiry, candidacy, and beyond,” p. 31). During these consultations, previously established goals will be assessed and appropriate new goals negotiated. The presbytery will likely include in these consultations reports from the candidate’s session, seminary or institution of theological education, and any persons involved in overseeing the candidate in supervised practice of ministry. Such reports might be submitted in writing, but are especially helpful when presented personally so that follow-up questions may be considered. As during inquiry, the presbytery may ask that candidates also prepare written reports for distribution in advance of consultations as part of the candidate’s own and the presbytery committee’s preparation. Presbyteries may wish to use a

Questions for Reflection:

What would be some reasons why a presbytery would delegate decisions about moving inquirers to candidacy to its commission?

Why might a presbytery want to reserve that decision for itself?

Which approach would work best in your presbytery?
mixture of consultations conducted in person or by means of telephone or video conferencing in order to keep the relationship fresh. During each consultation an explicit decision should be made regarding whether to continue the candidacy, especially if it becomes clear that adequate growth is not taking place.

Notice that the *Book of Order* specifically states that presbyteries are to provide “support, guidance, and evaluation” of candidates under their care. Evaluation tends to come easy through determinations about candidates’ “fitness and readiness,” but how about “support” and “guidance”? Some ways that a presbytery might support candidates could include:

- Continue relationship building through regular and frequent consultations.
- Financial assistance with expenses related to educational requirements (seminary, clinical pastoral education programs, etc.) and standard ordination exams.
- Mentoring through the presbytery, field education supervisors, or home congregation.

Specific examples of guidance might be:

- Academic advising and course selection from the presbytery as well as the seminary.
- Field education site selections that both test and stretch the candidate’s sense of call.
- Extra-curricular requirements such as clinical pastoral education, personal counseling, spiritual direction, etc.

The point is that candidates are much more likely to be open to receiving the presbytery’s evaluation if they believe they have been supported and guided throughout the process.

**Deciding about “fitness and readiness”**

The constitutional requirements for determining a candidate’s “fitness and readiness” to be considered for a call requiring ordination as a teaching elder are laid out in G-2.0607, “Final Assessment and Negotiation for Service” (see the discussion below). But a presbytery will also need to establish “mechanisms and processes” (G-3.0307) whereby it will decide with its candidates when it is appropriate for them to undertake “final assessment.” Just as there have been some traditional “outcomes of inquiry” (see above, “Deciding about ‘suitability for ordered ministry’” in the “Inquiry Phase” section), there have also been some customary “outcomes of candidacy.” Those that are not listed in G-2.0607 as specifically belonging to “final assessment” may provide some guidance to
presbyteries and candidates in thinking about indications that the formal “final assessment” is warranted.

The traditional “outcomes of candidacy” have included:

• Presenting evidence of competence in the fields of Reformed theology, Bible, the polity of the PC(USA), and worship and Sacraments, and evidence of ministerial skill attested through the supervised practice of ministry.

• Expressing theological views that are compatible, in the opinion of the presbytery, with the confessional documents of the church.

• Expressing understanding of the meaning of the questions required for ordination (W-4.4003) informed by knowledge of the church in diverse settings.

• Revealing commitment to the ordered ministry of a teaching elder within the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) with personal maturity, spiritual depth, and a capacity to respond to the needs of others, including colleagues in ministry.

• Presenting a written sermon, together with a description of the contemporary need to which it was addressed and an exegetical interpretation of the biblical material out of which the sermon arose. (Some presbyteries may require that such a sermon be preached before the presbytery or a committee thereof as a part of the appearance of the candidate for consideration for a specific call or as a component of the examination for ordination.)

A presbytery may include these and/or other tasks either in its processes for overseeing the preparation of all its candidates, or may form requirements specific to particular candidates based on reports and consultations with them. Either way, it is advisable that whatever requirements are set be included in the covenant agreements so that expectations are clear among all parties.

**Examining Inquirers and Candidates**

The overall preparation for ministry process is a means by which councils of the church (in this case sessions through their endorsements and presbyteries through control of their roll of inquirers and candidates [G-2.0609] and determinations regarding “readiness to begin ordered ministry as a teaching elder” [G-2.0607]) fulfill their responsibility to “examine each candidate’s calling, gifts, preparation, and suitability for the responsibilities of ordered ministry” (G-2.0104b; cf. G-2.0603 and 2.0604). Within that overall process, there will also be specific periods of examination related to being enrolled as an
inquirer, advancement to candidacy, and final assessment of the person’s “fitness and readiness” for “examination for ordination, pending a call” to a ministry requiring ordination as a teaching elder.

Following the presbyteries’ approval in 2011 of G-2.0104b, questions have been raised about whether issues regarding a person’s sexual relationships or other aspects of his or her “manner of life” may be considered in determining the outcomes of these examinations of applicants, inquirers, and candidates. It should be emphasized that to this point there have been no interpretations of G-2.0104b either by the General Assembly or via General Assembly Permanent Judicial Commission (GAPJC) cases. Consequently, there is no certainty regarding how that constitutional provision will be applied in cases where there is disagreement. However, the Mid Council Ministries of the Office of the General Assembly, in its responsibility to assist the church in constitutional interpretation, has issued two “advisory opinions” on ordination standards under the current Form of Government (see “The Call to Ordered Ministry: Ordination Standards and Procedures” [http://oga.pcusa.org/media/uploads/oga/pdf/advisory-opinion-ordination-standards.pdf] and “Ordination Standards and the new Form of Government” [http://oga.pcusa.org/media/uploads/oga/pdf/advisory-opinion24.pdf]).

One portion of the advisory opinion on “Ordination Standards and the new Form of Government” looks specifically at the question of when the ordination standards of G-2.0104b may be “used and by whom” (pp. 1-2). That advisory opinion states:

Candidates will have to discern during their candidacy whether they are willing and able to fulfill all the requirements found in the constitutional questions for ordination and installation found in the Directory for Worship (W-4.4003).
Ordaining councils will have to discern at the time of examination of the candidate, guided by Scripture and the confessions, whether the candidate is able and willing to fulfill all the requirements found in the constitutional questions for ordination and installation found in the Directory for Worship (W-4.4003). This is in addition to the discernment by the ordaining council whether the candidate is called, prepared, and has gifts suitable for the responsibilities of ordered ministry.

The provisions for “final assessment” in G-2.0607 are explicitly identified in G-2.0104b, and so the presbytery or its commission has responsibilities in this area during the period of preparation for ministry. Previous PJC cases have established that with regard to inquirers and candidates presbyteries may defer the time for consideration of the question whether the person can affirm the standards set forth in the ordination questions (W-4.4003) until the point when a call to ministry requiring ordination as a teaching elder is actually pending. There have also been cases that supported presbyteries’ right not to advance a person to candidacy because it was clear in a presbytery’s judgment the person would not be “eligible” for ordination in the future.

In light of these actions the advisory opinion on “The Call to Ordered Ministry” provides the following guidance to presbyteries (p. 6):

The proper time to determine whether a candidate has expressed a departure from the essentials of the Reformed faith and polity is at the time of the council’s examination of the candidate for ordination, not determination of readiness for examination. However, a presbytery has the responsibility to assess a candidate’s or inquirer’s suitability, fitness and readiness for ordered ministry throughout the preparation for ministry process. Therefore, a presbytery may, for sufficient reasons, remove a candidate or inquirer at any point in the process, as long as the candidate or inquirer has been given the opportunity to be heard on the removal.

Consequently several different courses of action are potentially open to presbyteries and their committees overseeing the preparation process. They may consider whether or not the individual’s “manner of life” would make him or her unsuitable for ordination, or they may defer that decision along with determination of any possible “departure from the essentials of the Reformed faith and polity” to a council of the church that at some future point may consider the individual in relation to a specific call requiring ordination. They may determine that the person is already ineligible for ordination or that in the view of the presbytery or committee there are no hindrances, while also

Questions for Reflection:
How will you be “guided by the Scripture and the confessions in a applying standards to individuals?

Recognizing that the PC(USA) represents a wide diversity of views, what would be “outside the bounds” for your presbytery?
recognizing that another council of the church may reach a different conclusion.

What the committee/presbytery must do is consider “manner of life” issues in the light of the whole person (and not a preset rule applied without consideration of the individual). It is also appropriate during the preparation period for the committee to consider whether the person has gifts suitable for ordered ministry within the church broadly and not with regard to a specific place (since as yet there is no specific call).

**Final Assessment and Negotiation for Service**

The *Book of Order* is clear that candidates “may not enter into negotiation for ... service as a teaching elder without approval of the presbytery” (G-2.0607). An “authoritative interpretation” issued by the 219th General Assembly (2010), and reaffirmed by action of the 220th General Assembly (2012), clarified a provision in the Form of Government that under specific conditions a presbytery could approve a candidate to “negotiate for service” even before it had “certified [that] candidate ready for examination for ordination, pending a call.” The full text of that authoritative interpretation, edited to reference the current paragraphs in the *Book of Order*, is as follows:

Section [G-2.0607] allows a candidate to enter into negotiation for his or her ministerial service, even if the candidate has not had his or her final assessment from the presbytery’s committee on preparation for ministry, provided the candidate

- has completed two full years of theological education (or the equivalent thereof),
- has had an annual consultation within the last year,
- has satisfactorily completed all the standard ordination exams or received certification of readiness under [G-2.0610],
- has received the approval of the candidate’s committee on preparation for ministry.

If the committee on preparation for ministry has approved a particular candidate who meets all the aforementioned requirements to enter into negotiation for his or her ministerial service, that candidate may circulate a Personal Information Form or other biographical information.
Because the Assembly in 2012 reaffirmed the full text of its authoritative interpretation in applying it to the current language of G-2.0607, each of the provisions set forth in the bulleted list remains binding upon presbyteries in making decisions as to whether or not to approve any particular candidate to enter into “negotiation for his or her service as a teaching elder” prior to “certification [of that candidate’s] readiness for examination for ordination, pending a call.”

Presbyteries may well want to consider including in their “mechanisms and processes” (G-3.0307) any other specific requirements they will consider when approving a candidate to “negotiate for service” prior to “certification of readiness for examination.” The key principles would include that such approvals should not be a usual practice of presbyteries and should be reserved for those who are clearly nearing the time for their “final assessment” and are fully expected to be “certified ready for examination” when the assessment is conducted. Neither candidates nor the congregations or agencies that may wish to call them will be well served by extended delays caused by failure to meet requirements of “final assessment.”

“Final assessment” is a formal review by the presbytery’s committee to make a determination as to whether a candidate is “ready for examination for ordination, pending a call” and so is to be approved to “negotiate for service” so that a call might be pending. It is usually scheduled when a candidate has satisfied the requirements listed in G-2.0607b-d that are easily verifiable. Although these particular requirements are quite straightforward, a few comments about each of them may be helpful to both candidates and presbytery representatives who work with them.

Association of Theological Schools (ATS) guidelines do permit seminaries and theological institutions to provisionally admit some students to their graduate level programs even without a regionally accredited undergraduate degree. In such cases and when the candidate’s academic performance in seminary meets expectations, the presbytery’s committee may seek a waiver to this

---

**Question for Reflection:**
What would be reasonable expectations for a presbytery to set in order to consider a candidate’s request to negotiate for service prior to final assessment?

---

**Final Assessment and Negotiation for Service**

...The presbytery shall record when it has certified a candidate ready for examination for ordination, pending a call. Evidence of readiness to begin ordered ministry as a teaching elder shall include:

- a candidate’s wisdom and maturity of faith, leadership skills, compassionate spirit, honest repute, and sound judgment;
- a transcript showing graduation, with satisfactory grades, at a regionally accredited college or university;
- a transcript from a theological institution accredited by the Association of Theological Schools acceptable to the presbytery, showing a course of study including Hebrew and Greek, exegesis of the Old and New Testaments using Hebrew and Greek, satisfactory grades in all areas of study, and graduation or proximity to graduation; and
- satisfactory grades, together with the examination papers in the areas covered by any standard ordination examination approved by the General Assembly. Such examinations shall be prepared and administered by a body created by the presbyteries.
requirement under the provisions of G-2.0610 (see “Exceptions” below). Such requests may also be warranted when a candidate’s undergraduate education was completed outside the United States and so the degree was not awarded by an institution accredited by one of the regional associations recognized by the United States Department of Education.

Not all ATS accredited schools have Greek and Hebrew as standard requirements for the Master of Divinity degree, and as a consequence they may have limited course offerings in “exegesis of the Old and New Testaments using Hebrew and Greek” (G-2.0607c), or even none at all. For this reason, presbytery committees should carefully review class descriptions in seminary catalogs and/or course syllabi to determine whether a particular entry on a transcript is evidence of having fulfilled this requirement. Candidates may need to be directed to request either independent study opportunities with faculty members or additional tutoring in these areas in conjunction with standard course offerings.

The graduate theological transcript presented at “final assessment” must show either graduation or “proximity to graduation” (G-2.0607c). “Proximity” is obviously not a precise term and will require some judgment from the presbytery’s committee—especially at a time when many candidates are pursuing their theological education on a part-time basis. Generally this requirement has been understood as relating to the last or next to the last semester of studies (whether full-time or part-time). As previously stated, no one is served by having both a candidate and a congregation become excited about the prospects of ministry together only to have the possibility of ordination delayed because graduation lies many months or even a year off in the future.

The Presbyteries’ Cooperative Committee on Examinations for Candidates (PCC) is “the body created by the presbyteries” to administer the “standard ordination examination[s] approved by the General Assembly” (G-2.0607d). It encourages inquirers or candidates to take the Bible Content Examination during or immediately after the equivalent of the first full-time year of seminary so that the results of the test may be used to guide course selection during theological education. The PCC further recommends that the other exams (on Biblical Exegesis, Theological Competence, Worship and Sacraments, and Church Polity) be taken only after completion of the equivalent of two full-time years of theological education. These four examinations can only be taken with the approval of the inquirer’s or candidate’s presbytery. The Book of Order requires not only documentation that these exam requirements have been satisfied, but also the presentation of the examination papers themselves. These exams can

---

Questions for Reflection:
Beyond clarification about the language requirements for a candidate’s courses in biblical studies, what other questions should a presbytery ask about classes taken as part of seminary training?

How would a presbytery go about deciding if the seminary itself is “acceptable” for educating a person to serve as a teaching elder in the PC(USA)?
only truly fulfill their purpose of advising the presbytery’s committee about a
candidate’s “fitness and readiness” if the exam responses and the evaluative
comments by the readers are reviewed in full by the committee.

Certainly the most important part of a candidate’s final assessment will be
exploring the evidence for the personal qualities identified in G-2.0607a:
“wisdom and maturity of faith, leadership skills, compassionate spirit, honest
repute, and sound judgment.” In a very real sense, everything that has transpired
in the relationship between the candidate, the session, and the presbytery during
the preparation process is evidence for, or against, the person possessing these
essential qualities of teaching elders. As the saying goes, “It’s all information.”
“Final assessment,” then, is an opportunity to step back and look at the forest
which is the person being considered as a potential teaching elder rather than
focusing on all the individual trees represented by the specific goals in the
covenant agreements developed over the years. The role of the presbytery is to
weigh this evidence in evaluating the person’s “fitness and readiness” for this
particular ministry, not to count up how many goals have been met and how
many remain unmet.

Certified Ready for Examination, Pending a Call
The committee’s decision to certify a candidate “ready for examination for
ordination, pending a call” is based on prayerful reflection, review of the
covenanted goals negotiated with the candidate, and on their mutual
discernment that God has called that person and that he or she has adequately
prepared by developing personal gifts for ministry in response to that call.

When conducting final assessment and certifying candidates ready to seek a call,
it is important for the presbytery’s committee to give attention to, and prepare
the candidates for, some common issues faced in one’s first-call:

- Continuing development of one’s self-understanding in the role of pastor.
- Understanding the congregation they will serve in terms of its history, ethos, programs,
  and status in the community, and in relation to the denomination.
- Establishing an appropriate pastoral relationship style for the specific ministry context.
- Dealing with conflict that may emerge in the congregation or ministry setting.

The candidates should be reminded of resources and programs available to them
as newly ordained pastors, including new pastors seminars, seminary debt
assistance programs, presbytery mentor programs, and pastor support groups.

Questions for Reflection:
Where are some specific places in a person’s record of
inquiry and candidacy that you would look
for evidence of the qualities listed in
G-2.0607a?

How can a presbytery
offer a critical
assessment of these
qualities without
being judgmental of
the person?
The presbytery’s committee needs to take a formal action to grant this “certification of readiness” and to report this action to the presbytery. This certification (or another formal action approving the candidate to negotiate for service) will need to be attested both in order for the candidate to be referred for possible ministry opportunities through the Church Leadership Connection and to any presbyteries reviewing whether to recommend approval of a particular call to ministry requiring ordination as a teaching elder.

Finally, it should be remembered that “certification of readiness” does not end the covenant relationship between the candidate, the session, and the presbytery. The session remains responsible to provide “concern and discipline” for the candidate, and the presbytery continues to provide “support, guidance, and evaluation” as the candidate seeks a first call (G-2.0605). It is important, then, that “certification” be accompanied by a renewed covenant outlining steps that the candidate will take to find the place of ministry to which the Spirit is leading and to maintain the skills for ministry developed during the preparation process, and the ways the session and presbytery can remain partners in discerning God’s call for the person still under their care.

**Exceptions**

The Book of Order permits a presbytery, by a three-fourths vote, to waive any of the constitutional requirements for ordination as a teaching elder except those of any standard examinations approved by the General Assembly.

For roughly twenty years, a presbytery’s authority to grant exceptions to ordination requirements was defined by an authoritative interpretation issued by the 204th General Assembly (1992). The interpretation restricted the ability of the presbyteries to grant exceptions to the ordination requirements to candidates who were “unusually or exceedingly qualified to receive a call but, because of some exceptional and unusual reasons (determined by presbytery to be good and sufficient), he or she cannot or should not meet the ordinary requirements” (Minutes, 1991, Part 1, page 394).

Since the specific phrase “extraordinary circumstances” on which that authoritative interpretation was based no longer appears in the Book of Order following the revisions to the Form of Government approved by the presbyteries in 2011, an action by the 220th General Assembly (2012) declined to retain the
guidance from the earlier Assembly. The limits of a presbytery’s ability to grant exceptions is now set only by the requirement that any waivers must obtain approval “by a three-fourths vote” of the presbytery, and such waivers may not be granted with regard to the standard ordination exams (“except for those [requirements] of G-2.0607d”; see G-2.0610).

While the Book of Order does not allow a presbytery to “waive” the standard ordination exam requirements of G-2.0607d, that does not mean every candidate must receive “satisfactory” evaluations on all those examinations. By the same process required for other exceptions, a presbytery may approve an “alternate means by which to ascertain the readiness of the candidate for ministry in the areas covered by the standard ordination examinations” (G-2.0610). This provision recognizes written examinations are not appropriate means by which to assess some individuals’ ministry competence. But that the exam requirements may not be “waived” (as other requirements can) also recognizes the important role the exams play in the assessment of a candidate’s readiness to begin ministry precisely because they are not judgments (whether positive or negative) shaped by previous experience during the preparation for ministry process.

There are many issues to consider surrounding “alternate means” assessments of competency in the areas of the standard examinations (ranging from what accommodations can be granted within the structure of the standard exams themselves to possible models for alternative assessment). The Coordinator for Preparation for Ministry has worked with the examinations committee and disabilities advocates within the denomination to develop a separate training resource to advise presbyteries and candidates about these possibilities. It is available on the Preparation for Ministry website as an online presentation entitled, “Alternative Assessment of Competency.” (You may access it by clicking here in digital versions of this Advisory Handbook.) A written version of this guidance is also included in the “Resources” section at the end of this Handbook (where you will also find the Internet address to access the online presentation).

When a presbytery does approve any such exceptions to the usual requirements (whether a waiver of requirements not in G-2.0607d or “alternate means” in lieu

---

**Exceptions**

... If a presbytery judges that there are good and sufficient reasons why a candidate should not be required to satisfy the requirements of G-2.0607d, it shall approve by three-quarters vote some alternate means by which to ascertain the readiness of the candidate for ministry in the areas covered by the standard ordination examinations. A full account of the reasons for exception shall be included in the minutes of the presbytery and communicated to the presbytery to which an inquirer or candidate may be transferred.

G-2.0610

---

**Questions for Reflection:**

What specific circumstances do you believe might warrant exceptions to the constitutional requirements for preparation for ministry?

Should a presbytery apply this same process to requests for exceptions to its own requirements for all those under its care?
of the standard exams), “a full account of the reasons for exception” are to be included in its minutes and communicated to any other presbytery to whom the person may be transferred either as an inquirer/candidate or in relation to receiving a call to ministry requiring ordination as a teaching elder (G-2.0610).

**Removal from Covenant Relationship**

Inquiry and candidacy continue until a presbytery acts in one of three ways to end the covenant relationship and remove the person’s name from its roll of inquirers and candidates.

1. Once a candidate who has been “certified ready for examination for ordination” receives a call approved by a presbytery and has been examined, ordained and installed, the presbytery of call notifies both the session and presbytery of care to remove the person from the membership roll of the congregation and the roll of inquirers and candidates of the presbytery of care (G-2.0704; see the section on “Ordination” below).

2. Persons under care as either an inquirer or a candidate may withdraw from the process by notifying their session and the presbytery’s committee. Such decisions may be arrived at mutually through the consultations and covenant reviews that are the core of the preparation for ministry process.

3. The presbytery or its commission (acting on “delegated authority” on behalf of the presbytery, G-3.0307) may act on its own to end the covenant relationship because it has determined that an inquirer is not “suitable” for ordered ministry as a teaching elder (G-2.0603) or that a candidate’s continuing preparation would not result in a determination of “fitness” and “readiness” (G-2.0604). If a person is removed from the process by a presbytery’s commission, it must report its action to both the session and the presbytery at their next respective meetings. For inquirers and candidates currently enrolled in theological studies, notification of this action should be sent to the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Theological Institution Contact person at that seminary or theological school as well.
When a presbytery’s committee decides to recommend removing a person from covenant relationship, some basic principles of Christian charity and due process are warranted.

- As the committee reviews the presbytery’s policies and procedures for this action with the person, it should make every effort to be supportive and caring during what is sure to be a difficult time.

- Explain as clearly as possible why the decision has been made, emphasizing the person’s strengths well as indicating the weaknesses that led to the decision.

- Offer suggestions through a group discernment process for alternative occupations or forms of ministry and service that the person may wish to consider, including persons to contact, resources, and so forth.

- Contact the pastor of the person’s home church and the session liaison as soon as possible to explain the action to be recommended to the presbytery, since it may be unexpected if the congregation has become disconnected from the covenant process. Tell them the reasons for the committee’s action, give them the alternatives that were suggested, and offer any other suggestions the presbytery may have about how the congregation can be most supportive of the person as he or she seeks a new direction.

- Provide opportunity for the person and any of her or his advocates to be heard by the presbyteries’ committee before any final action is taken.

Presbyteries may wish to establish a set process for handling situations where an inquirer or candidate may wish to contest a recommendation to remove him or her from the process. It will be important to remember that these really are not like "judicial proceedings" that would seek to safeguard a presumption that the person has a right to be ordained or should always eventually be “certified ready” for ordination barring extreme mitigating circumstances. The goal should be to create a fair and open to hearing from those persons who may disagree with the recommendation and want to argue for a different course of action, but presbyteries will also want to avoid establishing an adversarial process.

As decisions are made regarding who should hear the request not to terminate the covenant relationship, keep an eye toward what will be the circumstances should the recommendation to end the relationship be overturned. If this individual is not removed from the process, she or he will continue to be under the care, direction, and supervision of the presbytery’s committee. The goal, then, should be a process that has the possibility to persuade that body to come to a
different conclusion about whether the individual should continue in the process. If the committee is told it must keep the person under care but has not been persuaded as to the wisdom of that course of action, it is unlikely the relationship between the committee and the individual going forward will be conducive to healthy discernment. Given this concern, it is probably beneficial (rather than a detriment or conflict of interest) to have the committee be the body that hears any request for reconsideration.

Finally, in those presbyteries that have not specifically delegated that responsibility for the roll of inquirers and candidates to a commission overseeing preparation for ministry, the formal action to remove someone from the roll will require a plenary vote of the presbytery. There can be legitimate concerns about whether such "personnel issues" belong on the floor of a presbytery meeting, but if these decisions are placed before that body it will need the relevant information. Concerns for confidentiality relate to sharing information only with those who have a "need to know," and someone who presses a request for reconsideration to the full presbytery has by that action created the "need to know" among all the commissioners. That being said, provisions can be included in the process requiring such matters to only be addressed in "executive session." Also, in cases where the presbytery committee's decision to remove the person is not being challenged or appealed it is probably sufficient to report in the motion for removal that "based on the committee's discernment with [the individual], the committee recommends [the individual] be removed from the process." If the presbytery commissioners accept that the committee’s judgment would be well-founded or it would not have brought such a request, then that is probably all that needs be disclosed in the plenary meeting of the presbytery.

**Ordination**

The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) is firmly grounded in the Reformed tradition in its relationships with men and women who feel themselves called by God to be teaching elders engaged in the ministry of the Word and Sacrament. As discussed in the first section of this Advisory Handbook, foundational to a Reformed theological understanding of call is that the inner and personal call of the Spirit to an individual will always be affirmed by the community of God’s people. In a sense, then, the final and decisive assessment of a person’s suitability, fitness, and readiness for ordered...
ministry as a teaching elder will be the acceptance of the call from a community to come and provide for them the functions of the ministry of Word and Sacrament.

Yet even that call from a faith community to an individual is still not quite enough. Because ordination “is an act of the whole church,” the broader community still has a role to play through the affirmation of the call and the examination of the candidate by the presbytery responsible for that community. This presbytery of call, even if it has also been the presbytery of care, must act to confirm its discernment that God is indeed calling and has prepared this individual to serve within that particular ministry context at this particular moment.

Especially when the first call is in a different presbytery than the presbytery of care, it is unlikely that the candidate will know all the processes for establishing a first call in the presbytery where that call is located. Since the presbytery of call ordinarily has the responsibility to “examine, ordain, and install the candidate” (G-2.0702), it should meet with the candidate to discuss the process for conducting the presbytery’s examination for ordination. It can further assist the candidate by:

- Helping her or him to prepare for the examination by posing sample questions to see how she or he responds and provide feedback on the responses’ content and style.
- Consider rehearsing the examination process with the candidate in the setting where the examination will be conducted to provide a better feel for the reality of the process.

Over time the practice within the Presbyterian Church has varied on the issue of whether the calling presbytery should ordain the candidate who will then serve in their midst, or whether the presbytery of care should conclude its work with the candidate by conducting the ordination based upon the call in another presbytery and then dismiss the newly ordained teaching elder to the presbytery of call. The current language of G-2.0702 provides that ordination by the presbytery of call should be the usual practice, although exceptions to that practice may be granted. An authoritative interpretation of G-2.0702 by the 220th General Assembly (2012) states:

Examination, ordination, and installation are “ordinarily” acts of the presbytery having jurisdiction over the ministry of a teaching elder or candidate. The acts of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place of Ordination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The presbytery placing the call to the candidate for ministry shall ordinarily examine, ordain, and install the candidate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-2.0702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
examination and ordination are not optional in becoming a teaching elder (G-2.0104b; G-3.0306). A presbytery having jurisdiction over the ministry may, at its discretion, invite the presbytery of care to conduct the ordination of a candidate on its behalf; in such cases the presbytery of care may, at its discretion, conduct its own examination of the candidate prior to ordination.

What might be an example of when the presbytery of call may request the presbytery of care to conduct the examination and ordination on its behalf? Perhaps a congregation calls the candidate only days after a presbytery meeting, and that presbytery will not be meeting for a number of months. It might benefit the ministry of both the congregation and the presbytery of call if the schedule of the presbytery of care could facilitate the examination and ordination at an earlier date and then transfer that person to membership in the presbytery of call. The authoritative interpretation of G-2.0702 makes it clear, however, that such an action does not remove the responsibility of the presbytery of call to conduct its own examination just as it must do when receiving any teaching elder by transfer from another presbytery (“The act of examination by the presbytery having jurisdiction over the ministry is not optional in transferring the membership of a teaching elder from one presbytery to another.”).

For these and other reasons, it is possible that both presbyteries would, within a very brief period of time, examine a candidate who will be ordained by the presbytery of care for service in response to a call in another presbytery, as each presbytery fulfills its respective constitutional responsibilities. The Advisory Committee on the Constitution in its “Rationale” for the 2012 authoritative interpretation of G-2.0702 suggests that a preceding “examination for membership [by the presbytery of call] may be accepted by the presbytery of care as sufficient to substitute for its own examination for ordination,” but it is not obligated to do so. In all cases where a presbytery of call may invite the presbytery of care to “ordain on its behalf,” the discussions about timing and arrangements should be conducted between the appropriate leaders of the respective presbyteries in consultation with the candidate to be ordained, and not at the initiative or direction of the candidate.

Question for Reflection:
Why else might a presbytery of call request that another presbytery examine and/or ordain a candidate?”?

Service of Ordination
The order for that service of worship in the Directory for Worship (W-4.4000) shall be followed. G-2.0703

It is doubtful, however, that circumstances would arise where it would make sense for anyone other than the presbytery of call to conduct the installation service. Both the services of ordination and installation (if they are separate services) are services of the presbytery
and are to be conducted according to the provisions in the Directory for Worship. If the presbytery responsible for the service has particular policies regarding the conduct of the service beyond those in the Directory for Worship (for example, who is to participate in the administrative commission responsible for the service; G-3.0109b(2)), it needs to assure the candidate is aware of these requirements at the very beginning of the planning process.

Once the ordination and installation have been completed, the stated clerk in the presbytery of call is to notify the Coordinator for Preparation for Ministry in the Office of the General Assembly, the presbytery of care and the candidate’s home congregation that she or he is now a member of the presbytery of call. Upon receipt of that notification, the session of the congregation is to remove the person from its roll of active members and the presbytery of care will remove her or him from its roll of inquirers and candidates.

---

**Record of Ordination**

The presbytery of call shall record the ordination and installation, along with written affirmation of the new teaching elder to the obligations undertaken in the ordination questions, and enroll the teaching elder as a member of the presbytery. The stated clerk of the presbytery shall report these actions to the General Assembly, the presbytery of care, and to the congregation of which the candidate was formerly a member.

---

G-2.0704
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTICIPANTS
Putting the “hand” in “Handbook”

The purpose of this section of the *Advisory Handbook* is to provide some “quick reference” materials that will be easily accessible by those who have different roles and responsibilities in the preparation for ministry process. It will present quick points for attention together with frequently asked questions (“FAQ”) and suggested questions one ought to be asking directly of one’s covenant partners in the preparation process because they are not things that a denomination-wide resource can answer (“Follow Through”). It will not provide explanations for all the “whys” and “wherefores”; such explanations are generally covered in the preceding two sections of this *Handbook*. For each partner in the process, the points will be arranged basically in a timeline format, but it will not present “checklists” to be completed. After all, most requirements will be found in presbyteries’ own policies and procedures manuals and the specific covenant agreements formed with each individual under care.

All partners in the preparation for ministry process are reminded that this section should be read with continual reference to G-2.06 and G-2.07 in the *Book of Order*, the second section of this *Handbook*, and the policies and procedures manual the respective presbytery has adopted to facilitate this work.

The Inquirer and Candidate

Responding to God’s call to ministry is an exhilarating and demanding experience. The ministry of the teaching elder is particularly challenging to prepare for and to fulfill. It stretches every human capacity and touches every dimension of life.

As a person discerns his or her call and begins the process of preparation for ministry, the counsel and guidance of the pastor and session of the home church are available, along with that of presbytery and the theological institution.

The denomination has designed the process of preparation for ministry to enable one to participate fully in discerning the type of ministry for which she or he is best suited and to plan and evaluate one’s own preparation and development in consultation with the presbytery’s committee overseeing preparation for ministry. Although demanding, the process is not intended to be simply a series of imposed requirements; its focus is, rather, on the covenant relationships between persons who are deeply committed to the church and those who are preparing for ministry. As an individual enters into these relationships and assumes responsibility for moving through the process according to the
guidelines provided, and maintains regular and open contact with the persons and committees involved, he or she can expect a rich and rewarding experience.

**Before the process begins**

- Participate actively in the worship and work of a congregation of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to determine how your understanding of Christian faith and life generally and of vocational ministry particularly relate to this expression of the Reformed tradition.

- Initiate discussions about your sense of call with your pastor, college chaplain or other spiritual advisor, or persons whose opinions you respect—especially those who may themselves serve in ordered ministry as deacons, ruling or teaching elders within the PC(USA).

- With the assistance of your pastor or another person designated by your congregation or presbytery, begin to familiarize yourself not only with the constitutional requirements for preparation found in the *Book of Order’s Form of Government* but also your presbytery’s own processes.

- Before you can formally enter the preparation for ministry process with a presbytery in the PC(USA), you must be a member of one of its congregations and have been active in the worship and work of that particular congregation for at least six months (G-2.0602).

**FAQ**

*What if the faith community within the PC(USA) of which I am a part is not an “organized congregation” but is instead a “fellowship” or another officially recognized ministry of the presbytery (G-1.0103)?*

Oversight and care in the preparation for ministry process is a shared responsibility of both a congregation’s session and its presbytery’s committee overseeing preparation for ministry (G-2.0602). If your faith community within the PC(USA) is not an “organized congregation” with a session, it may be that it is in some way related to a congregation within the presbytery that its partnering with or otherwise supporting its ministry. In such cases, you might hold membership in that congregation and accept the oversight and care of its session. You will need to give special attention to keeping that session informed about your continuing involvement with your faith community’s worship and work so that they will be able to fulfill their...
responsibilities as covenant partners in the discernment of your call and development of your ministry gifts during the preparation process.

I am not currently involved with a PC(USA) congregation, but from what I have learned about the denomination from colleagues at seminary I would like to pursue ministry within the denomination. Is there a way to get started with the process right away?

The way to get started is to find a PC(USA) congregation “right away.” The only way to truly know whether your understanding of Christian faith and life fits with the PC(USA) is to become active in the worship and work of one of our congregations. Through your involvement in that community, you will be able to determine together if there is a “fit” between who God is calling you to be as a disciple and servant of Christ and what the Spirit is doing in the PC(USA).

Initiating the process with your session

- Express your desire to formally enter the preparation for ministry process to the pastor or session moderator of the congregation to which you belong.
- Find out about the application process to be considered for enrollment as an inquirer in your presbytery.
- Obtain an application packet, if required, and begin to complete it.
  - Arrange for any background checks or psychological profiles required by your presbytery as part of the initial consideration phase.
  - Your session may have its own application materials, or it may ask to review your materials required by the presbytery.
  - Once these materials have been completed, request that the pastor or moderator schedule a time for you to meet with the session.
- Meet with the session (or its designees), and receive its formal decision on whether to endorse your request to the presbytery to become an inquirer.

Keep in mind that whether or not the session endorses your request to become an inquirer with the presbytery, you are just beginning a process of discernment regarding your future in sharing the gifts God has given you in service to God’s people. If the session endorses your request, the partners in this process will be expanded to include others from the presbytery. If it decides not to endorse your
request, they will continue to encourage you to find those places of ministry and service where your gifts can be used within the faith community.

**FAQ**

*Is there any process to appeal a session’s (or a presbytery’s) decision not to accept an applicant into the preparation for ministry process?*

At the core of a Reformed theology of vocation is the conviction that God’s call to ministry will be discerned by both the individual and the community. Sometimes the individual will have to be willing to accept the community’s “no” or “not yet,” just as sometimes the community has to accept an individual’s “no” or “not yet” as the Spirit continues actively working in our lives. There is no “right to be ordained,” and so there is no appeal process designed to preserve such a right. The processes of both the session and presbytery should be fair and equitable, but part of entering the process is agreeing to accept the community’s discernment as well as your own.

**Taking the session endorsement to the presbytery**

- Upon the session’s action to endorse the applicant’s request to be enrolled by presbytery as an inquirer, the report of that action is sent to the appropriate person at the presbytery along with the required supporting materials.

- The presbytery’s committee will review the materials with the applicant, probably requiring an interview either in person or through video or other teleconferencing means.

- If the presbytery’s committee acts to recommend enrollment as an inquirer (or acts on behalf of the presbytery to take that action through a “delegated authority” granted by the presbytery), the committee and the applicant/inquirer will establish a covenant outlining expectations for the joint work of discernment. Such covenants are likely to include:
  - A release allowing the presbytery’s representatives to freely explore any information bearing on the inquirer’s “suitability for ministry” with the session, theological education institution representatives, supervisors in the practice of ministry, mental health professionals, spiritual directors, or others engaged with the inquirer in tasks listed in the covenant agreement or otherwise related to the preparation for ministry process.

---

**Follow Through**

*Who in your presbytery is responsible for making recommendations about enrolling inquirers?*

*Do they have a set schedule for meetings?*

*How much lead time do they require for receiving materials to be added to their docket?*
• A formal listing of specific goals or responsibilities related to the five key developmental areas in the preparation for ministry process.

• Agreed upon expectations regarding when the next formal consultation will take place, what materials are to be submitted in advance of that consultation, and what communications will be expected to continue building the relationship between formal consultations.

• The presbytery may require you to appear in person before a plenary session of the presbytery to answer questions related to your sense of call before the presbytery votes on whether to enroll you as an inquirer.

**FAQ**

*My presbytery’s application requires some very personal information about my background and financial situation. Is it necessary for me to provide this information, and will it be treated confidentially?*

Discernment of an individual’s call and suitability for ministry is an intensely personal process. There is no way around that. Presbyteries ask for information they have found by experience to be essential to the decisions they must make. Financial information helps them to understand what assistance you may need with funding seminary education, some insight into your expectations about standards of living, etc. Psychological assessments provide information not only about personal wholeness but also approaches and attitudes about leadership. Background checks are an essential aspect of presbyteries’ oversight responsibilities for all those who engage in ministry under their supervision. Presbyteries understand the sensitive nature of this information and will treat it with the confidentiality it requires, sharing it only with those persons who have a need to know in order to fulfill their responsibilities within the process.

*Can I refuse to have certain items included in my covenant agreement?*

The presbytery’s committee will work with you in formulating goals with clear benefit in helping both you and them to discern your “suitability for ordered ministry.” However, presbyteries have broad discretion in what they require of inquirers and candidates. Asking to come under care includes with it the responsibility to accept the presbytery’s guidance in your particular preparation. If you cannot accept a requirement they believe is necessary, you are free to withdraw from the preparation for ministry process.
During the inquiry phase

- Continue your active membership and participation in a Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) congregation. If you are away from the community where your home congregation is located because of your theological education, find a PC(USA) congregation in that community and keep your home congregation informed about your involvement there.

- Fulfill any requirements your presbytery has for all inquirers along with any specific requirements in your covenant agreement, including possible career counseling, psychological evaluation, and beginning (or continuing) graduate theological education.

- Discuss with your session and presbytery’s committee the seminary options available to you. If you have already begun seminary, discuss with them your course options so that you not only meet your graduation requirements but also maximize your preparation and development of your gifts for ministry specifically within the PC(USA).

- Obtain a copy of the handbook on ordination examinations to familiarize yourself with the Bible Content Exam (BCE) and the exams to be taken during candidacy. Discuss with your presbytery at what point in your inquiry phase you should take the BCE.

- With the approval and under the guidance of the presbytery, engage in some form of service to the church or field education through your seminary.

**FAQ**

The Form of Government sets the time requirements for the preparation for ministry process as “a period of no less than two years, including at least one year as candidate” (G-2.0602). So should I expect the inquiry phase to last one year?

The purpose of the inquiry phase is for the presbytery to “make an informed decision about the inquirer’s suitability of ordered ministry” (G-2.0603). There is no set time for the inquiry phase, nor any set expectation that the elements of the initial covenant agreement will provide all the information and insight needed to reach that decision. Be prepared to discuss with your presbytery additional goals for the inquiry phase based upon consultations about what has been learned by working through your initial covenant agreement. Take the time necessary even if it is more than a year.
Considering transition to the candidacy phase

- Check your presbytery’s preparation for ministry processes to determine whether you will be expected to initiate an application for candidacy or whether its committee will invite you to a review for candidacy.

- Review and prepare any specific materials your presbytery may require as “outcomes of inquiry,” including whether you will need to obtain an endorsement from your session specific to being enrolled as a candidate.

- Consult with the presbytery’s committee regarding whether you should continue into the candidacy phase or conclude the inquiry phase with a discernment that your gifts and callings are to service in an area other than ordered ministry as a teaching elder. Depending on the presbytery’s procedures, the committee may have “delegated authority” to act on the presbytery’s behalf in this decision, or it may formulate a recommendation that will receive action by the presbytery in plenary session.

- Your presbytery may require that you appear before a plenary session of the presbytery to be examined prior to its action to transition you to candidacy. Traditionally such examinations have included questions about the individual’s Christian faith, forms of Christian service undertaken, and motives for seeking the ministry.

- The presbytery may conduct a brief service marking the transition to candidacy either as part of one of its gatherings for worship or during a service of your home congregation. It may also be possible for the candidate and her or his session to request that a commission of presbytery conduct such a service of reception in the presence of the candidate’s congregation even if it is not a usual practice within the presbytery.

FAQ

If the presbytery’s committee decides to conclude my inquiry rather than recommend that I continue on to the candidacy phase, is it possible for me to appeal that decision?

The Book of Order directs that “prior to taking such action” presbyteries are to “make a reasonable attempt to give the ... inquirer an opportunity to be heard concerning the proposed removal” (G-2.0609). Each presbytery establishes its own procedures for such hearings, including who may be heard during the
meeting and who is charged with determining whether the hearing brings to
light information that might suggest a different recommendation. Inquirers
may not, however, forestall such actions by failing or refusing to participate
in consultations or hearings; such failures of cooperation could themselves be
“sufficient reasons” for removing a person from the roll of inquirers.

During the candidacy phase

• Continue your active membership and participation in a Presbyterian Church
  (U.S.A.) congregation. If you are away from the community where your home
  congregation is located because of your theological education, find a PC(USA)
  congregation in that community and keep your home congregation informed
  about your involvement there.

• Maintain regular communications and consultations with the presbytery’s
  committee, including new covenant agreements and goals as you work toward
  “full preparation ... to serve the church as [a] teaching elder” (G-2.0604).

• Fulfill any requirements your presbytery has for all candidates along with any
  specific requirements in your covenant agreement, including possible
  mandatory supervised practice of ministry experiences such as clinical pastoral
  education (CPE).

• With the approval and under the guidance of the presbytery, engage in some
  form of service to the church or field education through your seminary.

• Complete your graduate theological education, being sure your course
  selections not only meet your graduation requirements but also fulfill the Book
  of Order requirements for courses in Hebrew and Greek and in exegesis of the
  Old and New Testaments using Hebrew and Greek texts (G-2.0607c) and any
  courses required by your presbytery or within your covenant agreement.

• Discuss with your presbytery at what point in your candidacy phase you
  should take the standard ordination examinations in Biblical Exegesis,
  Theological Competence, Church Polity, and Worship and Sacraments.

• Discuss with your presbytery’s committee its processes and requirements for
  “final assessment” in order to be “certified ready for examination for
  ordination, pending a call” (G-2.0607).
FAQ

If I have a documented learning difference or other disability, do I still have to take the standard written ordination examinations?

While a presbytery cannot “waive” the exam requirements, it may “by a three-fourths vote [approve] some alternate means by which to ascertain the readiness of the candidate for ministry in the areas covered by the standard ordination examinations” (G-2.0610). There is no “right” to such “alternate means” since the presbytery also needs to determine whether or not accommodations such as those requested would negatively impact “a candidate’s fitness and readiness for a call to ministry requiring ordination” (see G-2.0604). For more information, see the “Alternative Assessment of Competency” materials referenced in the “Resource” section of this Advisory Handbook.

Final assessment and negotiation for service

• Discuss with your presbytery how it makes decisions regarding when to schedule “final assessment” and what materials beyond those identified in G-2.0607 it requires prior to the assessment consultation.

• Do not begin negotiation with any congregation or agency for service that would require ordination as a teaching elder without prior approval from your presbytery. You may explore with your presbytery whether and under what conditions its policies may permit “negotiation for service” prior to a candidate having been “certified ready for examination for ordination, pending a call,” but realize such approvals are not a regular practice.

• Once you have been “certified ready for examination” or otherwise been approved to “negotiate for service,” you may complete a Personal Information Form (PIF) with the Church Leadership Connection of Mid Council Ministries in the Office of the General Assembly. An approved PIF is the basis for participating in the denomination’s process for exploring a call to service.

• Candidacy continues until ordination, withdrawal, or removal. So even once you have completed “final assessment,” been “certified ready for examination,” and begun “negotiating for service,” you will want to have a renewed covenant agreement with your presbytery about how you will not only maintain but continue to develop your ministry skills as you seek your first call.
Receiving a call and ordination

Every presbytery will have its own processes for reviewing offers of calls to either congregational or specialized ministries, and very often the entity of the presbytery that oversees this work will not be the same as the one that oversees preparation for ministry. It is important, then, that candidates not assume that practices will be the same in both their presbytery of care and a calling presbytery, or even that those who have overseen their preparation will know all the details for moving into a call within the same presbytery. Take to heart this old, sage advice: “There is no such thing as a dumb question, and often the only way to avoid doing something dumb is by asking lots of questions.”

- No call to ministry requiring ordination as a teaching elder, whether in a congregation or another agency, is official until approved by the presbytery responsible for Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) mission in the region to be served by the call.

- Once a “first call” has been approved by the appropriate presbytery, the candidate still must be “examined for ordination.” It is the calling presbytery’s responsibility to “examine, ordain, and install the candidate,” although it may request or authorize another presbytery (usually the presbytery of care) to fulfill one or another of these responsibilities on its behalf (G-2.0702).

- Examination for ordination and membership in a presbytery shall cover the candidate’s “Christian faith and views in theology, the Sacraments, and the government of this church” (G-3.0306).

- Upon ordination, one becomes a teaching elder member of the presbytery where the call is served and ceases to be a member of a congregation. That presbytery assumes the responsibilities of pastoral care and support for the teaching elder (G-3.0307).

FAQ

If I have already passed the ordination examinations in exegesis, theology, polity, and worship and sacraments, why is the calling presbytery examining me in these areas?

A presbytery’s examination for ordination and membership serves a different purpose than the written examinations required prior to final assessment. The “standard ords” are blind review assessments by other ruling and teaching elders of a candidate’s basic competencies in applying academic and
practical preparation as evidence of readiness to begin ministry. A presbytery’s examination for ordination and membership is anything but a “blind review.” It will be making a very specific decision about the fit between you as a teaching elder and the context in which you would be fulfilling the functions of ministry of Word and Sacrament. It will be examining not only your theological competence, but the appropriateness of your theological views within the particular presbytery and congregation. A person’s gifts for ministry and theological understanding may easily fit within the broad scope of the Reformed tradition (what is assessed by the “standard ords”), but not fit at all within a particular PC(USA) congregation. The examination for ordination is all about the specific, not the general.

Is it possible for me to be ordained in my home congregation?

The Form of Government states that “ordinarily” it is the presbytery placing the call that will conduct the ordination service. That presbytery may, for reasons it deems appropriate, ask another presbytery to fulfill that responsibility. Keep in mind, however, that the primary purpose of the ordination service is not to celebrate what God has done in your life to bring you to this point. Its purpose is ordain and commission you for service as a teaching elder performing the functions of the ministry of Word and Sacrament within the community that has called you. The service is much more about future ministry that will be shared by you and the congregation or agency than about your past accomplishments. In all cases, presbyteries conduct services of ordination as a teaching elder, not local congregations.

The Session

The pastor and session are responsible for communicating to all church members what is meant by “the ministry of all the baptized” and helping them discern and fulfill their Christian vocation. A biblically-grounded, theologically sound understanding of Christian vocation integrated into the church’s program will help members recognize opportunities to fulfill their Christian vocation within the context of their secular occupations. Beyond this more general responsibility, it is essential that the session take seriously its role in developing vocational awareness among members of the congregation so as to ensure that committed, knowledgeable persons continue to be involved in the life and mission of the church and the world. They should encourage both individuals exploring a personal sense of call and those persons in whom they see evidence of gifts for ministry as teaching elders to enter into a discernment process.
Developing awareness of the call to teaching elder

- Challenge all members to become aware of their Christian vocation.
- Develop and implement thoughtful and creative means by which highly qualified persons may be challenged to consider a vocation in ordered ministry.
- Help potential inquirers get in touch with the presbytery’s committee overseeing preparation for ministry early in their discernment.
- Give high priority to developing and maintaining vital, theologically sound youth programs in harmony with the Presbyterian and Reformed traditions.
- Assure that youth ministry leaders are carefully selected and trained, theologically competent and appropriate role models.

Exploring the call to ministry as a teaching elder

- Provide a supportive relationship through which to explore with the individual the personal implications of and suitability for a church occupation.
- Before a person can enter inquiry with the presbytery, the session of the sponsoring congregation must provide its endorsement. This decision should be based on direct knowledge that emerge through:
  - Prayerful examination of the applicant’s motivation, personal faith and experience in the congregation.
  - Through examination of his or her knowledge of the responsibilities of a teaching elder and personal willingness and ability to accept them.
  - Through a serious assessment of the gifts needed by teaching elders and whether there is evidence of such gifts in the applicant’s personal life and service to the church.
- The session’s endorsement should include a statement that the applicant is “a member of the sponsoring congregation” and has been “active in the work and worship of [the] congregation for at least six months” (G-2.0602).
- If the session decides not to endorse the person for enrollment as an inquirer at this time, it continues to provide support, counsel and guidance as she or he seeks to discern an appropriate expression of his or her Christian vocation.

Question for Reflection

How can a session intentionally give attention to “calling forth” leaders to serve in the diverse and rapidly changing American culture?

Follow Through

Will you use the same application forms as your presbytery or develop your own?

How will your session determine if an applicant has been “active in the worship and work of [the] congregation” at the time of endorsement?

Does your presbytery require a formal orientation to its process with both the session and the applicant?

Does your presbytery require submission of the session’s report form available from the General Assembly in support of the endorsement action?
FAQ

What are some possible questions that we, as a session, might explore with a member of our congregation when determining whether to endorse an application to enter the preparation for ministry process as an inquirer?

As a session prepares to conduct an interview with a potential inquirer, it is important that its familiarity with the applicant not preclude exploring some serious questions about the person’s gifts for ministry. Sessions have in the past found questions like the following to be very helpful:

- What personal qualities are evidence of a healthy and vital faith in God through Jesus Christ?
- How is that faith currently being expressed through the individual’s participation in the worship, life and mission of this congregation?
- What motivations, whether positive or negative, impel the person’s sense of call? Service to God and the world? Compassion for God’s children? Guilt? A need for power and status?
- What real and potential talents for ministry are evident in this individual? (e.g., the ability to communicate, interpersonal skills, leadership or administrative abilities)
- What is the level and adequacy of the individual’s academic interest, leadership skills, cross-cultural competencies, emotional intelligence, and motivations?
- What is the evidence of his or her physical health and stamina?
- What is the evidence of his or her emotional well-being?
- What is the evidence of his or her self-discipline?
- How does the individual plan to finance his or her education?

Questions for Reflection:
How can you discuss the person’s gifts and call to ministry in your changing mission context in ways that do not impose preconceived notions of ministry?

What new and different ministry skills should you be looking for in those discerning ordered ministry in the years ahead?

Supporting inquirers and candidates

- The pastor, session and congregation communicate with and support inquirers and candidates throughout the entire period of preparation. It is important to express concern and support by contacting the individual and his or her family at important times, such as formal consultations with the presbytery’s committee, appearances before presbytery, academic and standard ordination exam periods, at the time of a candidate’s “final assessment,” when a call is being negotiated, on holidays, anniversaries, etc.
• Providing financial support is a very tangible expression of support. Some presbytery policies will require the congregation to contribute to some expenses related to the preparation process, such as fees related to psychological assessment.

• Although inquirers and candidates are “subject to the oversight of the presbytery within the context of their covenant relationship” for preparing for ordered ministry (G-2.0605), a session may act as an advocate to call the presbytery’s committee to accountability in fulfilling its responsibilities.

• The session participates with inquirers/candidates and the presbytery’s committee as a covenant partner evaluating growth and progress throughout the full preparation for ministry process. It may be required to provide a formal recommendation regarding whether the presbytery should transition an inquirer to the candidacy phase. Such recommendations should be based on personal interviews with the inquirer and a review of consultation reports so as to make an informed decision about her or his “suitability for ordered ministry” as a teaching elder (G-2.0603).

  • If the presbytery acts to move the inquirer to candidacy, the new candidate and her or his session may request that a commission of presbytery conduct a service of reception in the congregation’s worship service.

  • If the inquirer is not received by presbytery as a candidate, the session continues to support, counsel and guide the individual as she or he seeks to discover an appropriate expression of her or his Christian vocation.

• Upon notice that a candidate has been ordained as teaching elder (G-2.0704), the session will remove him or her from the congregation’s members roll.

The Presbytery

The presbytery’s ministry to the church is at the heart of the preparation for ministry process. The presbytery provides representatives to work with inquirers and candidates (G-3.0307), elects readers to evaluate the ordination examinations approved by the General Assembly (G-3.0302b), and ultimately approves the first calls for and examines candidates for ordination as teaching elders (G-2.0702).

The presbytery’s ministry with individual inquirers and candidates ordinarily is facilitated through a committee or commission (G-3.0307, and G-3.0109b(3)). As
ruling and teaching elders take on these demanding responsibilities, they share
the rich satisfaction of helping men and women discern their calls and grow
toward readiness for the ordered ministry of teaching elder. Their time, energy
and commitment offer a significant contribution to the church’s future ministry.

In planning its preparation for ministry “mechanisms and processes” (G-3.0307),
the presbytery may consult the material described in the “Resources” section of
this Advisory Handbook and contact appropriate General Assembly offices for
additional support and counsel. This Handbook seeks to provide some of the basic
information a presbytery will need while also raising questions for it to consider
in light of its particular mission context. The material presented in this section
should be read with continual reference to G-2.06 and G-2.07 in the Book of Order,
the second section of this Handbook, and the presbytery’s own policies and
procedures adopted to facilitate this work.

Responsibilities of the presbytery as a whole

- Designate which committee or commission will facilitate the presbytery’s work
  with inquirers and candidates (G-3.0307 and G-3.0109b(3)) and ensure that this
  entity has adequate support and resources. (For the sake of convenience, this
  Advisory Handbook uses “presbytery’s committee” or similar terms to refer to
  the entity of the presbytery, whether formally a committee or a commission,
  that facilitates its oversight of inquirers and candidates.)

- If the presbytery acts to empower a commission for aspects of this work, it
  must explicitly delegate specific actions for which the commission may act on
  the presbytery’s behalf (e.g., approving policies and procedures; enrolling,
  transferring, removing inquirers and candidates; transitioning inquirers to
  candidacy, etc.). Any actions not explicitly delegated to the commission will
  continue to require approval by the presbytery in plenary session.

- The members of the committee or commission should be carefully selected,
  with planned tenure to assure continuity. While new members should receive
careful orientation, regular training events or retreats should be provided for
all members. Such training will enable them to develop procedures for
relationships with inquirers and candidates and help them establish criteria by
which to measure individuals’ development for ordered ministry.

- Receive reports or recommendations regarding each person considered for
inquiry, candidacy, certification of readiness to be examined for ordination, and
approval to negotiate for service in a ministry that would require ordination as a teaching elder.

- Maintain a roll of inquirers and candidates (G-2.0609), and report actions related to this roll to the Office of the General Assembly.

**FAQ**

*Is it required that every presbytery have a committee or commission specifically for the purpose of overseeing the preparation for ministry process?*

There is no constitutional requirement that a presbytery have a candidates’ committee or a commission on preparation for ministry. Most presbyteries, however, will find it very impractical to oversee even one or two persons under care if every matter, down to the negotiating of covenant agreements, must be accomplished by the presbytery in plenary session. For that reason, the *Book of Order* suggests presbyteries create an “entity” to facilitate this work (G-3.0307). Each presbytery—taking into consideration its size, the number of persons under care, and its overall mission plan and context—will make decisions about the type of entity it requires and its overall scope of responsibilities. For example, a presbytery might decide to form a single commission to facilitate all aspects of its responsibilities for preparing, receiving, and overseeing the ministry of teaching elders within its bounds.

**Organizing to provide for the “full preparation” of teaching elders**

- Each presbytery has the responsibility to “develop and maintain mechanisms and processes to guide, nurture and oversee the process of preparing to become a teaching elder” (G-3.0307). It may decide whether these policies and procedures must be approved by the presbytery as a whole or whether to delegate its authority to a commission to create, maintain, and or update this manual. It should make this manual readily available to its congregations and their members who may wish to discern a call to ordered ministry as a teaching elder. This manual should include such things as:
  
  - Explicitly identify those responsibilities assigned to any entities of the presbytery. Any responsibilities and authorities not so designated are reserved to the presbytery itself.
  
  - Clearly state the expectations the presbytery has of all those under its care in the preparation for ministry process, especially any requirements not
contained within the *Book of Order*. A presbytery has authority to require whatever it believes necessary to fulfill its responsibilities relative to the purposes of inquiry (G-2.0603), candidacy (G-2.0604), and final assessment (G-2.0607). While neither the *Book of Order* nor such manuals can limit a presbytery’s authority to establish individualized requirements within its covenant agreements with those under care, making clear what the presbytery believes essential to the preparation of everyone under its care can facilitate the negotiation of such covenants.

- The manual should also layout how any presbytery policies regarding mandatory criminal record and financial background checks will be applied to inquirers and candidates.

- As part of an overall records maintenance and retention policy, the presbytery should establish what documents are to be included in each inquirer’s or candidate’s file. It is critically important that a presbytery be able to document that it exercised “due diligence” in case issues of “negligent supervision/preparation” should arise either during the preparation for ministry process or after the person may be ordained as a teaching elder. It is recommended that such policies clearly state that such records are the property of the presbytery and that provisions be made for retaining the file even after the individual is no longer under care.

**Responsibilities of the entity overseeing preparation for ministry**

In providing pastoral care, guidance and support to inquirers and candidates it is imperative that the presbytery’s committee show sensitivity to each individual’s unique background, experience, level of maturity and personal attributes. If growth is to be effectively nurtured, members of the committee must understand and accept the individual where he or she is at each stage of the process. With the committee’s help and encouragement the inquirer or candidate will take increasing responsibility for moving through the process and in planning for and evaluating his or her own development.

The preparation for ministry process demands that the roles, expectations and responsibilities of inquirers or candidates and other covenant partners representing the congregation and the presbytery be made clear from the beginning. The negotiation and regular review and renewal of a formal covenant relationship is an important step toward mutual understanding.
Presbyteries should also identify particular services, resources and experiences which can enhance the growth and development of inquirers and candidates under their guidance. These include vocational development counseling, psychological evaluations, clinical pastoral education opportunities, internships in churches, cross-cultural experiences, specialized ministries and other opportunities for personal and spiritual growth. Such services and experiences may be recommended as individuals’ needs are identified during the evaluation process.

Deciding whether to enroll an inquirer

- When notified by a session that a member of their church has indicated a desire to explore the personal implications of becoming a teaching elder, members of the presbytery’s committee may conduct an orientation with that member and the session to review the various roles and responsibilities during the preparation for ministry process. Orientations help to familiarize everyone with the particular procedures used in that presbytery and ways the session and the presbytery can work together most effectively (G-2.0601 and G-2.0605).

- As presbyteries prepare to meet with applicants, they will probably want to have some basic information about their personal backgrounds and their reasons for desiring to enter the discernment and preparation process. Standard application forms, whether those provided on the Preparation for Ministry website (see the “Resources” section) or developed by the presbytery to meet its particular needs, can be very helpful in this regard.

- After the applicant has received the session’s endorsement for enrollment as an inquirer, he or she should be interviewed by the presbytery’s committee. The purpose of this initial interview is to make a preliminary assessment of the applicant’s motives, seriousness of intent, and general suitability for the ordered ministry of teaching elder before deciding to recommend to presbytery that he or she be enrolled as an inquirer.

- If the presbytery’s committee acts to recommend enrollment as an inquirer (or acts on behalf of the presbytery to take that action through a “delegated authority” granted by the presbytery), it is critically important that the roles, expectations and responsibilities of the inquirer, session, and presbytery representatives be clarified and a covenant relationship be negotiated at the first interview or consultation. This covenant relationship should focus on...
goals for growth in each of the five key developmental areas: education for ministry, spiritual development, interpersonal relationships, personal growth, and professional development. (See Overview, page 31 for a fuller description of these areas and their goals.)

**During the inquiry phase**

- The core responsibility of the presbytery during the inquiry phase is conduct regular and serious consultations in order to “make an informed decision about the inquirer’s suitability for ordered ministry” (G-2.0603). During each consultation the presbytery’s committee and the inquirer assess what progress has been made toward fulfilling previously established goals in each of the five areas and together negotiate appropriate new goals. The committee, of course, must decide for itself what “growth” in each of these five areas might mean and how an inquirer might show evidence of such growth. Creativity should be used in thinking through these areas and goals with the individual inquirer so that this experience is a genuine experience of personal and communal discernment of one’s gifts and calling for ministry.

- Other particular areas for discussion during consultations might include:
  
  - Deepening insight about ministry within the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) gained from continuing worship and work within one of our churches.
  
  - Choosing a seminary that is both “acceptable to the presbytery” (G-2.0607c) and appropriate to the needs of the particular inquirer. Beyond choosing the seminary itself, making curricular decisions that meet requirements for graduation, fulfill presbytery expectations, and further the particular educational needs of the inquirer. Establishing a plan for taking the Bible Content Exam and using its results in planning biblical studies coursework would be an appropriate part of these discussions.
  
  - Insights gained about the inquirer’s gifts and understanding of call gained through field education assignments or other supervised practice of ministry in service to the church.
  
  - Presbyteries often engage three specific types of outside resources to provide essential information about an inquirer’s potential suitability for ministry:
• **Career counseling:** Comprehensive, in-depth career counseling is offered by the centers affiliated with the Ministry Development Council and other service providers. This process can help the participant understand how her or his values, interests, and potential and acquired capabilities, as well as her or his own personality and sense of call, fit into an occupational choice. By previous agreement with the participant and the center, the presbytery should be designated as the recipient of written reports on this experience. Career counseling is most valuable if the inquirer has volunteered to participate and when the nature and purpose of the process are carefully interpreted to the inquirer in advance.

• **Psychological evaluation:** This process involves consultation(s) with a clinical or counseling psychologist. The primary purpose of such an evaluation is to determine the inquirer/candidate’s psychological health and fitness for ministry and to screen for pathology. Greatest value is achieved if the inquirer participates voluntarily and receives careful prior orientation as to the consultation’s nature and purpose. The presbytery should establish a working relationship with the psychologist so that her or his reports can be accurately interpreted to its committee. The psychologist’s familiarity with religious values and with the requirements of professional ministry will greatly enhance the results of such an evaluation. Psychological evaluation is usually combined with career counseling when the service is provided by a Ministry Development Council accredited counseling center.

• **Educational institutions:** If the inquirer is enrolled in a college or university, reports should center on academic progress and potential for graduate level theological studies. If the inquirer is presently enrolled in a theological institution, reports should extend beyond academic progress to include field education and clinical pastoral education experiences, and the theological institution’s assessment of her or his gifts for ministry.

**FAQ**

The Form of Government sets the time requirements for the preparation for ministry process as “a period of no less than two years, including at least one year as candidate” (G-2.0602). Does that mean the inquiry phase should last one year?
The purpose of the inquiry phase is for the presbytery to “make an informed decision about the inquirer’s suitability of ordered ministry” (G-2.0603). There is no set time for the inquiry phase, nor any set expectation that the elements of the initial covenant agreement will provide all the information the presbytery will need to reach that decision. Take the time necessary even if it is more than a year.

**Considering transition to the candidacy phase**

- A presbytery’s process should clarify whether inquirers will be expected to initiate an application for candidacy or whether its committee will invite inquirers to a review for candidacy. The policies should also state if a second endorsement will be required from the session specifically presenting a recommendation as to whether or not the inquirer should be transitioned to the candidacy phase.

- If the presbytery has not “delegated authority” to a commission to act on its behalf in making decisions regarding candidacy, it may require inquirers to appear before a plenary session of the presbytery for examination prior to taking action on the recommendation to transition them to candidacy. Traditionally such examinations have been restricted to questions about the individual’s Christian faith, forms of Christian service undertaken, and motives for seeking the ministry.

- The presbytery may conduct a brief service marking the transition to candidacy either as part of its own worship or during a service of the candidate’s home congregation. Suggestions for such services may be found in *Book of Occasional Services* (Louisville: Geneva Press [1990], pp. 270-271; note that while current editions include a section headed, “Constitutional Questions,” those affirmations have not been mandated by the *Book of Order* since 2007).

**FAQ**

*What are the requirements an inquirer must meet to be transitioned to candidacy?*

The only constitutional requirement for an inquirer to be advanced to candidacy is the presbytery’s determination that the person is suitable for ordered ministry as a teaching elder (G-2.0603). The presbytery will of course have created other requirements through policies established concerning all its inquirers or in the particular covenant agreements with the individual.
inquirer. In reaching that decision, presbyteries are reminded that becoming a candidate creates an expectation that the person will eventually be ordained. Consequently, the decision to transition an inquirer to candidacy can be considered one of the most important actions in the whole preparation for ministry process. It should not, then, be considered a pro forma or automatic action after a person has been under care for a certain period of time.

If the presbytery’s committee decides to conclude an inquirer’s involvement in the preparation for ministry process rather than recommend transition to the candidacy phase, is it possible for the inquirer to appeal that decision?

The Book of Order directs that “prior to taking such action” presbyteries are to “make a reasonable attempt to give the ... inquirer an opportunity to be heard concerning the proposed removal” (G-2.0609). Each presbytery will need to establish its own procedures for such hearings, including who may be heard during the meeting and who is charged with determining whether the inquirer should be removed from the process (G-2.0609), continued at inquiry, or transitioned on to candidacy.

During the candidacy phase

- The presbytery is to maintain regular communications and consultations with the candidate, including establishing renewed covenant agreements and goals leading toward “full preparation ... to serve the church as [a] teaching elder” (G-2.0604).

- In order for a candidate (or an inquirer) to take the standard ordination examinations in Biblical Exegesis, Theological Competence, Church Polity, and Worship and Sacraments, she or he must have the presbytery’s approval. This approval is intended to be more than just a certification that the person is in good standing with the presbytery. It is the presbytery’s statement that it believes the person has reached the point in academic training and supervised practice of ministry where it is appropriate to seek the concurrence of other presbyteries that the person is ready to begin service in ordered ministry as a teaching elder. The exams, then, are best considered capstone experiences rather than milestones to be passed at any point along the way.

FAQ

If a candidate has a learning disability, is it necessary that he or she attempt and fail the standard written ordination examinations before “alternate means” are considered?
A presbytery may “by a three-fourths vote [approve] some alternate means by which to ascertain the readiness of the candidate for ministry in the areas covered by the standard ordination examinations” whenever it “judges that there are good and sufficient reasons” to do so (G-2.0610). There is no “right” to such “alternate means” since the presbytery also needs to consider whether or not accommodations such as those requested would negatively impact “a candidate’s fitness and readiness for a call to ministry requiring ordination” (see G-2.0604). But there is also no requirement that candidates must first fail the standard exams either. For more information, see the “Alternative Assessment of Competency” materials referenced in the “Resource” section of this Advisory Handbook.

Final assessment and negotiation for service

- The easy part of “final assessment” is confirming that the educational and examination requirements of G-2.0607b-d have been fulfilled. The difficult—and most important—part is determining whether the candidate possesses the qualities listed in G-2.0607a:
  - “Wisdom and maturity of faith”—Carefully reviewing not only the “S” / “U” evaluations of the standard ordination exams but the responses themselves and the readers’ evaluative comments can provide evidence in this area. Having the candidate write a summary statement of faith, often required by presbyteries as part of the examination for ordination and membership, can be another important tool.
  - “Leadership skills”—Do supervised practice of ministry reports indicate not only an open and receptive spirit to learning but also describe instances when the candidate initiated change or helped a community follow the lead of the Spirit into new ministries through group discernment processes?
  - “Compassionate spirit”—Look not only at what ministries of care the candidates have participated in, but also their personal motivations for engaging in these forms of service and their attitudes toward those whom they served. Did they show genuine concern, or condescension?
  - “Honest repute”—What have been the experiences of all the covenant partners in working with the candidate? Has he consistently demonstrated integrity and openness? Has she kept commitments and freely accepted accountability when circumstances prevented meeting those commitments?
• “Sound judgment”—Ministry as a teaching elder requires high levels of critical self-awareness and also emotional intelligence in working with others. Has the candidate been an active participant in setting goals for her or his own development and preparation for ministry? Has he or she been realistic in expectations of others?

• It is at the stage of “final assessment” that presbyteries will most often need to consider the possibility of granting “exceptions” to either the constitutional standards (G-2.0610) or their own requirements of all inquirers and candidates. If a presbytery has not reached a decision about the person’s personal and professional competencies for ordered ministry as a teaching elder, it is likely premature to be considering waiving requirements. Why would it be necessary to grant exceptions for a person who would not be “certified ready for examination for ordination, pending a call,” on other grounds?

• It is the responsibility of the presbytery to decide when a candidate may begin negotiation with any congregation or agency for service that would require ordination as a teaching elder. Though each candidate’s situation should be considered on its own merits, you will probably want to set some guidelines to determine under what conditions you may permit “negotiation for service” prior to a candidate having been “certified ready for examination for ordination, pending a call.”

• Candidates approved to “negotiate for service” will require certification of that approval from their presbytery in order to circulate a Personal Information Form (PIF) with the Church Leadership Connection.

• Candidacy continues until ordination, withdrawal, or removal. So even after the candidate has been “certified ready for examination” and begun “negotiating for service,” there should be a renewed covenant agreement with presbytery and continued regular consultations. Particular attention should be given to how the candidate will not only maintain but continue to develop ministry skills and a proactive plan for seeking a first call.

**Receiving a call and ordination**

• As presbyteries consider their responsibilities to one another regarding candidates who may be considering calls outside their presbytery of care, it may be wise to remember the “Golden Rule”: “In everything do to others as

---

**Follow Through**

Search committees will expect candidates to be able to provide clear expectations of when they would be eligible to begin service. What procedures for approving a candidate to “negotiate for service” prior to “certification of readiness” would address such concerns?
you would have them do to you” (Matthew 7:12). If there was information you believe was essential in forming a decision about a person’s “suitability for ordered ministry” (G-2.0603) and “fitness and readiness for a call to ministry requiring ordination” (G-2.0604), then you should share that information with your counterparts within the denomination who must make the same determination.

- Just as the presbytery will establish guidelines for who will provide references about teaching elders who may be considered for calls in other presbyteries, so it will need to establish procedures regarding who will provide references and release preparation file information to counterparts in presbyteries of call.

- Presbyteries will need to establish procedures for who is responsible to conduct the “examination for ordination” of candidates receiving calls within their bounds, and whether different procedures will be followed depending on whether or not the candidate was under care of the calling presbytery. The examination for ordination and membership in a presbytery shall cover the candidate’s “Christian faith and views in theology, the Sacraments, and the government of this church” (G-3.0306).

- With ordination and installation one becomes a teaching elder member of the presbytery where the call is served and ceases to be a member of a congregation. Upon receipt of notification that the person has been ordained, the presbytery will remove the individual from its roll of inquirers and candidates (G-2.0610).

**General responsibilities**

- Presbyteries are responsible for “electing ruling and teaching elders to be readers of standard ordination examinations” approved by the General Assembly (G-3.0302b). Guidelines for electing readers, the number allotted to each presbytery, and information about the reading process are available from the Coordinator for Preparation for Ministry and Exams.

- In order for the Mid Council Ministries of the Office of the General Assembly to provide information about trends in preparation for ministry across the church and the general relationship between those seeking calls to ministry as teaching elders and opportunities for such service, it is important that presbyteries report their actions to enroll inquirers, transition them to candidacy, and
approve them to negotiate for service. Simple forms that may be completed on computer and emailed to the Office of the General Assembly for this purpose are provided on the Preparation for Ministry website. Presbyteries occasionally receive reports showing those currently under care, and are encouraged to audit those reports against their official roll of inquirers and candidates and report any discrepancies to the Office of the General Assembly.

The Theological Institutions

Well-educated clergy are an integral part of the Presbyterian tradition. The increasing complexities of life and society demand that this tradition continue. The preparation for ministry process places significant emphasis on the role of the theological institution, recognizing its indispensable contribution to the growth and development of inquirers and candidates.

- The theological institution’s primary responsibility, of course, is to provide an academic curriculum, resources and motivation that will ensure students adequate intellectual and professional preparation for the ministry. Together with the session, the presbytery and other participants in the process, the theological institution provides counsel and guidance. It also supervises field education, internships and other experiences that are crucial to the student’s spiritual, personal and professional development. In its day-to-day relationship with students the theological institution provides a unique context in which students can explore the meaning of Christian vocation and their sense of call to the ordered ministry of teaching elder.

- The theological institution may also provide objective information about a student’s gifts, abilities and suitability for the ordered ministry of teaching elder when such information is requested by the presbytery. The Coordinator for Preparation for Ministry and Exams works with many Association of Theological Schools accredited institutions to identify specific “Theological Institution Contact” persons to assist presbyteries in gaining information about their inquirers and candidates. Please contact the office if you need assistance in identifying the person in this role at a particular seminary.

- Because of privacy laws, most institutions will require that the presbytery have obtained a release from the student permitting the school to share information about their performance. Presbyteries may devise a standard release form for use with all those under care, or may in some instances have to obtain a specific

Follow Through

As all seminaries—including denominationally affiliated schools—become more diverse in their student bodies and faculties, it is no longer possible to rely on a shared knowledge of practices about requirements leading to ordination.

How can you be proactive with both inquirers/candidates and their schools about your particular expectations for their academic preparation?
form required by the particular school. An inquirer’s or candidate’s unwillingness to provide such a signed release should be seen as a serious breach of the covenant relationship with the presbytery.

• Many theological institutions provide support to the standard ordination examination process by serving as official testing sites for their students. Some are also permit inquirers and candidates who live in their area to take the tests on their campuses even if not currently enrolled at the school. If presbyteries have persons who wish to take exams at institutions where they are not enrolled, it is strongly encouraged that they contact the exam proctor for the school in advance of registration for the exams to assure the site will be able to accommodate them.

The Synod
A synod can play an important role of resourcing participants in the preparation for ministry process by coordinating training opportunities for members of presbytery committees overseeing preparation for ministry.

The General Assembly
Primary support of the preparation for ministry process in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) at the national level is provided through the Mid Council Ministries of the Office of the General Assembly.

• Preparation for Ministry and Exams Coordinator

  • Provides guidance, consultation, and resource materials to presbytery committees and commissions overseeing preparation for ministry to assist them with vocational discernment and preparation with inquirers and candidates.

  • Provides appropriate vehicles to enable presbyteries to exchange resources, policies, and models for their work with inquirers and candidates.

  • Participates in synod and presbytery training events for members of committees and commissions overseeing preparation for ministry, and develops a variety of online and print training materials for both those under care and those who partner with them.
• In conjunction with colleagues providing assistance in constitutional interpretation, provides guidance to presbyteries on particular sections of the Book of Order that deal with preparation for ministry.

• Encourages collaboration between presbyteries and seminaries as they work with inquirers and candidates.

• Works with seminary staff and inquirers and candidates providing guidance on the preparation for ministry and ordination exam processes.

• Serves as liaison with the Ministry Development Council and its centers in support of preparation for ministry.

• Maintains and makes available a list of seminary contact persons and moderators of presbytery committees and commissions overseeing preparation for ministry.

• With the Presbyteries’ Cooperative Committee on Examinations for Candidates (PCC), coordinates the development, administration, and evaluation of ordination examinations.

• Church Leadership Connection (CLC)
  
  • Provides support and training on using the CLC system.
  
  • Tracks and distributes information about broad trends in the call process.
  
  • Provides coaching to candidates seeking their first call.

Additional support is provided through the Presbyterian Mission Agency and its Theology, Worship and Education division.

• Financial Aid for Service
  
  • Administers scholarships and loans for those preparing for ministry.
  
  • Offers a program supporting educational debt assistance for those accepting calls to temporary and part-time pastoral relationships.
RESOURCES

Preparation process
Preparation for Ministry in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Advisory Handbook
Provides moderators, presbytery staff, and applicants with an overview of the process and resources, its intentions and goals. The handbook will be available soon through the Presbyterian Distribution Service.

Preparation for Ministry flow chart
Resource outlining the steps/phases in the Preparation for Ministry process from Inquiry to Ordination.

Covenanting with Inquirers and Candidates
A background paper.
Internet resources
The following resources are available on Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) website.

Online Training Opportunities
The Preparation for Ministry/Exams website provides access to a series of online training opportunities for CPMs, inquirers and candidates. They may accessed directly by clicking on the title links in digital versions of this Advisory Handbook, or by going to http://gamc.pcusa.org/ministries/prep4min/online-trainings/.

Process of Preparing for Ministry:

“Cycles of Discernment.” The process leading to ordination to the ministry of Word and Sacrament in the Presbyterian Church can sometimes seem a bewildering and endless sequence of disconnected tasks. This workshop will give you insight into essential rhythms of discernment and preparation that not only bring order to this process but underlie the life of ministry itself.

“Journey into Ministry” covers the process that may lead to ordination to the ministry of word and sacrament or to alternate forms of ministry within the church. It introduces each stage of the formal preparation for ministry procedure with the PC(USA) and the specific purposes of each stage.

“A Critical Decision: The Transition from Inquiry to Candidacy” explores the different purposes of the inquiry and candidacy phases of the preparation for ministry process with the Presbyterian Church and will suggest issues that need to be explored by inquirers, their sessions and their presbytery committee when considering whether to recommend an inquirer be enrolled as a candidate.

"Alternative Assessment of Competency" reviews both the range of options available to provide special accommodations within the standard examination process and the possibilities and means for approving alternative means of demonstrating ministry competency in fulfillment of Book of Order requirements.

Examination Preparation Tools:

“Tips for Writing the Ords” presents a step-by-step method for analyzing the kinds of questions that appear in the senior ordination examinations in the areas of Theological Competence, Worship and Sacraments, Church Polity and Bible Exegesis. This method follows the same system used by the PCCEC to train the readers who evaluate the exams. The module includes opportunities to try out
the method using interactive reviews of questions from recent ordination exams in all subject areas.

“Practicing the Tips” provides access to just the practice exercises from the “Tips for Writing the Ords.” It is designed for those who would like either to review the exercises or to complete the practice sections on specific exam subject areas that may have been bypassed the first time one used the “Tips” web-ucation module. If you have completed the training portion of “Tips for Writing the Ords,” then revisit the practice sections.

“Understanding the Structure of the Ords” is a companion piece to “Tips for Writing the Ords.” This training provides a brief overview of the organization and all the types of questions that appear in each subject area of the senior ordination exams. It is designed so that you can either review all four subject areas, or navigate to specific subject areas that are of particular interest to you.

"Understanding the Bible Content Examination" provides a review of the role of the BCE in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)’s preparation for ministry process and some suggestions on the best ways to prepare for taking the test — ways that will not only assist you in fulfilling this requirement but also strengthen your ministry for years to come.

**Downloadable print resources**

**Candidate’s Handbook for Ordination Examinations**

The Handbook on Ordination Examinations is designed to serve as a resource for inquirers/candidates, presbytery committees, and ministers of other denominations who may be taking the PC(USA)’s ordination exams. The Handbook contains basic information about ordination exams — the purpose of the five examinations, how to register for exams, dates of administration, testing sites, fees, etc. It also offers helpful materials for those preparing to take the four senior ordination examinations, such as instructions for the exams, tips on preparing for and writing exams, resources to be used, sample copies of evaluation sheets, an outline of the evaluation process, and the process for appealing the final evaluation of an exam.

A Session Guide for the Ministry of All Believers

Suggested approaches and educational resources to enrich understanding of the vocation of the Christian. Includes suggestions and resources for acquainting persons with the ministry of the Laity, ministry of the Word and Sacrament, and other church occupations. For use by sessions, Christian Education committees, Inquirers, Candidates and pastors. Prepared and field tested by the Task Force for a Joint Candidacy Process.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/session-guide-ministry-all-believers/

Dare to be One

A collection of twelve testimonies demonstrating the unique and common aspects of the call to ministry. This resource aims to inspire and challenge especially young racial ethnic leaders to consider the call to ministry.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/dare-be-one/

Developing Competency Criteria: A Design for Committees on Preparation for Ministry

A process designed to help committees develop competency criteria for evaluating Inquirers and Candidates. Prepared and field-tested by the Task Force for a Joint Candidacy Process.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/developing-competency-criteria-design-committees-p/

Discerning Your Call and Gifts for Ministry

A resource addressed specifically to seminarians, Inquirers and Candidates to help them discern their gifts and their call. Also useful to sessions and Committees on Preparation for Ministry. Written by the late Roy M. Fairchild.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/discerning-your-call-and-your-gifts-ministry-word/

Educator Certification Handbook

A resource that explains the process of certification, including requirements, along with a step-by-step explanation of how to proceed.

Frequently Asked Questions by Presbytery Committees on Preparation for Ministry

This resource provides answers to questions frequently asked by CPMs.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/questions-frequently-asked-presbytery-cpms/

Gifted by the Flame

A brochure for individuals who are called to work within the professional church arena, but are not called to be ministers of the Word and Sacrament. Includes brief descriptions for church educator, work in national and international mission, and in governing bodies and other agencies. PS #72218-99-003

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/gifted-flame/

Growing in the Life of the Christian Faith

This resource was developed by the former Theology and Worship Ministry Unit.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/growing-life-christian-faith/

What it means to be a center accredited by the Ministry Development Council


Recommended Duties of Session Liaison Person

By John G. Gammie. For use by sessions.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/recommended-duties-session-liaison-person/

Resources for Information Regarding Some Specialized Ministries

For persons interested in institutional ministries, ministry with older adults, social work and employment opportunities in these areas.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/recommended-duties-session-liaison-person/

Self-Inventory Questions for Clarification

A grouping of questions for vocational reflection for inquirers and candidates. It can be used as a self-inventory with session liaison or Committee on Preparation for Ministry liaison.
Some Major Events in the Preparation for Ministry Process

An outline of important events in the preparation for ministry process.

Spiritual Development of Inquirers and Candidates

An outline of spiritual development areas for CPMs to work with inquirers and candidates.

The Presbyterian Council for Chaplains and Military Personnel

Information regarding required qualifications and endorsement procedures. For persons interested in military chaplaincy service.

Touched by the Flame

A brochure that can be used as a study and reflective instrument for people considering their vocation in the light of ministry of the Word and Sacrament, a typical church, and the marks of success contribute to make this a resource that will challenge and validate those individuals who are, or should be, considering this profession.

Considering Your Call and Vocation

Explores the definitions of Christian vocation and calling and shares with the reader one’s own sense of call along with the similarities and differences in other calls to gain a better understanding of church vocation.
Primary Qualities for Professional Ministry

Identifies six crucial qualities for persons in ministry, elaborates on the elements of each quality and identifies ways to develop and strengthen each quality.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/primary-qualities-professional-ministry/

Images and Stereotypes of Ministry

A study to help inquirers and candidates recognize one’s personal image of a minister; includes discussion of the reality of clergy stereotypes, the effect of their relationships and the impact of stereotypes on one’s ministry.


The Call of Jeremiah: A Bible Study

Examine a biblical call passage, consider the personal struggles and the empowering of one called by God and relate the passage to one’s own sense of call.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/call-jeremiah-bible-study/

The following resources were developed by presbyteries.

Developmental Chart of Inquirers & Candidates

Discusses different areas of development in the areas of education, spiritual development, interpersonal relationships, personal growth and professional development at different stages in the preparation for ministry process from admission to inquiry to the final interview before ordination. From the Presbytery of Greater Atlanta

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/developmental-chart-inquirers-and-candidates/

Session Interview Recommended Duties of the Session Liaison

Provides for the appointment of an elder (or a group of persons including at least one elder) to act as liaison with the inquirer/candidate and the presbytery’s Committee on Preparation for Ministry and to participate with the inquirer/candidate and the presbytery’s committee as they explore and evaluate his or her progress in the preparation for ministry.

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/recommended-duties-session-liaison-person/
Forms for use in the preparation for ministry process

A set of forms that may be used in conjunction with the standard process of preparation for the ministry as a teaching elder is provided on the Preparation for Ministry website. Some of these forms are used to report actions by presbyteries to the Office of the General Assembly (OGA), while others are used with the internal procedures of presbytery committees or commissions overseeing preparation for ministry.

Forms that are not used for official reports to the OGA may be customized to meet the particular needs of individual presbyteries. To assist in such customization, those forms are also provided in either Microsoft Word or Excel formats as appropriate. Applicants, inquirers and candidates downloading forms from this site should confirm with their respective committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry whether they may use the PDF files posted here or need to request customized versions from their presbytery.

Because these forms take advantage of new features in Adobe Acrobat, you must use the latest version of the Adobe Acrobat Reader. Download the newest version by clicking on the link in digital versions of this Advisory Handbook, or by visiting http://get.adobe.com/reader.

Presbyteries who wish to use the Word and Excel versions of the files as the basis for creating customized forms for their presbytery may access those files from the Sample Preparation for Ministry Forms.

You may access the forms from the following webpage:

http://gamc.pcusa.org/ministries/prep4min/forms-used-preparation-ministry-process/

Application Forms

There are now four separate forms to the application for enrollment as an inquirer.

Form 1A “Application to be enrolled by Presbytery as an Inquirer"

To be completed initially by the applicant seeking to be enrolled. Both the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry and the presbytery’s actions regarding the application are recorded on this form. It provides basic information regarding the applicant’s background, identity, and interests. This form includes a list of personal references.
Form 1B  “Questions for Reflection”

These questions are to be completed by the applicant as a basis for direct discussion first with the session of the applicant’s home church and later with the presbytery’s committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry.

Form 1C  “Financial Planning for Theological Education”

Using basic information provided by the applicant, this spreadsheet automatically generates a projection of the applicant’s financial resources and needs relative to the required seminary training.

Form 1D  “Session Evaluation and Recommendation”

This form is completed by the applicant’s session and forwarded along with the other application forms to the presbytery’s committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry. The form includes questions that may guide the session’s discussion with the applicant and provide support for its recommendation to the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry.

Forms for enrolling an Inquirer

These forms are used by applicants and their committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry when a decision has been made to recommend the applicant be enrolled by the presbytery as an inquirer.

Form 2A  “Report of Consultation regarding application”

In addition to formulating its recommendation to the presbytery to enroll the applicant as an inquirer, the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry should also establish goals for the first year the new inquirer will be under care. This form records the growth objectives agreed to by the new Inquirer and the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry. The completed report is sent to the enrollee, the theological institution, and the sponsoring session.

Form 2B  “Covenant Agreement and Inquirer Release”

A signed acknowledgement of the new covenant relationship entered into by the inquirer, the session and the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry. The inquirer release sets in motion an understanding that permits the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry to secure information necessary to make responsible decisions and recommendations.
Forms for consultations

These are used to prepare for and report the outcomes of a consultation. The same forms are used in the inquiry and candidacy phases as well as for consultations once a candidate has been “certified to ready to be examined for ordination, pending a call.”

Form 3 “Pre-consultation report on development areas”

This report, completed by the inquirer/candidate before each consultation, evaluates progress in accomplishing previously agreed-upon goals and objectives. The form requests a listing of completed courses, and includes specific questions to be addressed in each of the five growth areas.

Form 4 “Report on Consultation”

A summary report of the consultation, completed by the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry and the inquirer/candidate, that indicates developmental progress in the five key areas along with growth objectives agreed to for the next year. The completed report is sent to the inquirer/candidate, theological institution, and sponsoring session.

Forms for advancing to Candidacy

The forms on this page are used by Inquirers and their committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry when a decision has been made to recommend the Inquirer be advanced by the presbytery to candidate status.

Form 5A “Application to be enrolled by Presbytery as a Candidate”

To be completed initially by the Inquirer seeking to be advanced to candidacy. The recommendations of the session and the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry along with the action taken by the presbytery are recorded on this form.

Form 5B “Session evaluation and recommendation for Candidate”

This form is completed by the inquirer’s session and forwarded to the presbytery’s committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry. The form includes questions that may guide the session’s discussion with the inquirer and provide support for its recommendation to the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry. Attach a letter explaining rationale for the sessions action in light of inquirer’s suitability.
Form 5C  "Report of Consultation to become a Candidate"
A signed acknowledgement of the new covenant relationship entered into by the candidate and the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry. This form also establishes growth areas for candidate. The completed report is sent to the inquirer/candidate, theological institution, and sponsoring session.

Form 5D  "Covenant Agreement and Candidate Release"
A signed acknowledgement of the new covenant relationship entered into by the candidate, the session and the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry. The candidate release sets in motion an understanding that permits the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry to secure information necessary to make responsible decisions and recommendations.

Forms reporting actions to others
The forms included on this page are used to report a presbytery’s actions to others across the church. They cover reporting a person’s status with their supervising committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry, transfer of care to another presbytery, withdrawal/removal from the process, certification of readiness to receive a call, and ordination to the role of teaching elder.

Form 6  "Summary Report of Final Assessment"
This form, completed by the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry, acknowledges that the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry of the candidate’s presbytery has conducted a final assessment of the candidate’s preparation and readiness to begin ministry. It certifies that she/he has successfully completed all of the denomination’s and the committee/commission overseeing preparation for ministry’s requirements and so is ready to be examined for ordination. (Since this report may need to be shared with another calling presbytery, this form should be used by all presbyteries.)

Form 7A  "Changing the Relationship of Care with the Presbytery"
This form is used when anything changes within the process. Such as enrolling as an inquirer, advancing to candidacy, transferring covenant relationship, or being certified ready to receive call. It is completed and signed by the stated clerk who sends the form to the Office of the General Assembly at the address indicated. (This form should be used by all presbyteries.)
Form 7B “Report of Conclusion of work with this Presbytery”

This form is used to report the ending of the preparation for ministry process (through transfer, withdrawal, removal or ordination) to the Office of the General Assembly. (This form should be used by all presbyteries.)
Alternative assessment of competency

Among the requirements for ordination to the ministry of Word and Sacrament in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) is the presentation of examination papers and evaluations showing satisfactory completion of tests in the areas of Bible Content, Biblical Exegesis, Theological Competence, Church Polity, and Worship and Sacraments. The *Book of Order*, however, also recognizes that while competence in these areas is necessary for those who exercise the responsibility for fulfilling the functions of a teaching elder, the standard written examinations may not be appropriate means for demonstrating every individual’s competencies in these areas. It is important to review both the range of options available within the standard examination process and the possibilities and means for approving alternative means of demonstrating ministry competency.

It is helpful to begin by considering the role of the standard examinations in the overall process of preparation for ministry in the PC(USA). During the 1960s and 70s, concerns were raised across the church that some candidates for ministry were being assessed inequitably by differing presbyteries. Some candidates were perceived as receiving preferential treatment, whereas other perhaps less-known or less-connected candidates were held to much stricter standards. The exams were developed in part as “blind review” by members of other presbyteries as to the candidates’ competency in the areas of examination. A second key feature of the ordination exams was that they were to serve a different purpose than examinations in seminary courses. Rather than following the model of comprehensive exams required in some degree programs that test mastery of academic disciplines, these exams were intended to assess a person’s “readiness to begin ministry.” They generally accomplish this by use of a “case study” approach requiring the exercise of what one study of clergy education called “pastoral imagination.” That is to say, they were to assess the ability to apply academic training to situations such as occur in congregational ministry.

It is important, then, that the exams are evaluated by future peers in ministry—both ruling elders and teaching elders engaged in the ministries of Word and Sacrament. Straightforward academic assessments in these areas were available in the grades by professors recorded in seminary transcripts. The ordination examinations would provide assessment by ministry practitioners of readiness to begin ministry. Any assessment of competency considered by a presbytery, then, needs to seek to maintain these essential features: a review of readiness to begin ministry by future colleagues in that ministry not previously engaged in the candidate’s preparation.
For pragmatic reasons related to the fact that the exams are given to literally hundreds of candidates each year, they have been designed as written examinations that can be evaluated by readers. Nevertheless, there are a variety of special arrangements that can be accommodated through this standard examination process. For example, all the examinations are offered in English, Korean and Spanish, and evaluated by elders and ministers fluent in those languages. Additionally, it is possible for a Presbytery to request that a candidate be granted permission to write responses to the question in other languages. For the request to be approved, the language must represent a sufficiently large community that elders and ministers fluent in the language can be identified while preserving the principle of “blind review.” Policies for the standard exams, however, do not permit the translation of the questions into any other languages, nor can a candidate’s responses be translated from another language into English. These requirements are necessary to assure the consistency of the exams and that the evaluations are based solely upon the candidate’s own work.

Other accommodations can be made within the standard exams address issues related to physical disability or learning disorders, so long as they are possible within the structural constraints of the examination. What are those “structural constraints”? Basically the exam is to be administered in a proctored environment and result in a written response to the questions that can be evaluated without further comment or clarification by the candidate. The presbytery’s committee may authorize these accommodations based on their knowledge of the candidate and without a formal action by the presbytery itself.

Here are some examples of such special arrangements:

- Candidates with reading or language processing difficulties may be provided with extended time beyond what is specified in the examinations. Such extensions are usually limited to no more than ‘time and half,’ or one and half extra hours on a three-hour examination. Extensions beyond that tend to be counterproductive. They increase test taker fatigue and interfere with the start time of subsequent exams given on the same day. Please be aware, however, that exam policies do not permit extensions of time for the Open Book Bible Exegesis examination. The structure of that exam includes the need to balance other responsibilities over the five-day examination period just as one must manage time and competing responsibilities when preparing sermons and Bible studies in the context of parish ministry.

- Some candidates with attention-deficit disorders have received permission to take the examinations in a “distraction-reduced” setting. Working with testing site proctors or a
special proctor if necessary, the exam would be administered in the best possible setting with the fewest distractions. In making these arrangements, care must be maintained to preserve the elements of a proctored testing environment. Consequently, candidates may not request taking the exams in isolation.

- Less common but still possible accommodations include having a proctor read the test questions aloud for candidates with either extreme forms of dyslexia or visual impairment. The person reading the test questions can repeat all or part of the questions as often as the candidate desires, but is not permitted to interpret or define any of the words in the questions or to provide any other assistance in either understanding what the question requires or crafting a response.

- Similarly since handwritten exams are no longer accepted, a candidate who has difficulty keyboarding responses may request the use of either a transcriptionist or speech recognition software to transcribe verbal responses into written form. Again, this accommodation does not include the translation from one language to another, nor does it permit any editorial assistance by the transcriptionist. The final written response must be exclusively the candidate’s work. Candidates who request the use of dictation should take care to preserve sufficient time to review the transcript for accuracy.

Even with these types of special arrangements, there will be some candidates for whom the standard examinations will not provide an appropriate opportunity to demonstrate their ministry competence and readiness. The Book of Order is clear that the examinations may not be waived (G-2.0610). They assess core competencies that we believe are essential to properly fulfill the responsibilities of a teaching elder engaged in ministries of the Word and Sacrament. But a presbytery may approve alternative means of demonstrating these competencies.
when they believe there are “good and sufficient reasons” for doing so. In fact, such alternative means are properly considered only once the candidate has fulfilled all other requirements to be certified ready for examination for ordination, pending a call, and the presbytery’s committee believes the candidate would pass final assessment were it not for the exam requirements.

So when should a presbytery explore alternative means of assessment? As a general rule, presbyteries may want to investigate this possibility when an otherwise qualified candidate has failed to satisfactorily complete an examination area after two attempts.

But what is so special about “two attempts”? Well, for many years there has been a consistent pattern in the exam results. The percentage of candidates who satisfy an exam area steadily declines with each subsequent attempt. These statistics from a recent round of exams are typical. As a whole, almost 80% of candidates writing an exam for the first time satisfied the requirement in that area. For those retaking an exam, the satisfactory rate dropped about 10%. While the rate increased slightly for those taking an exam a third time, we will want to look at that number a bit more closely. Once you get to the fourth attempt, fewer than half of candidates satisfied the requirement; and for fifth attempts and higher only a quarter of candidates satisfy the requirement.

Looking more closely at those third attempts, for candidates repeating one area a third time but having already satisfied the other three exam areas, their satisfactory rate was just below 90%. If they had satisfied no more than two other areas, their satisfactory rate was just over half. These statistics show that for properly prepared candidates who have not satisfied at least three exam areas after two attempts, the problem is likely to reside in the standard examination process itself.

Yet for some candidates it will be clear even before the first exam is taken that a timed, essay examination will not provide them an appropriate means for demonstrating their ministry competencies to others. For that reason the Book of Order also permits consideration of “alternate means” when there is a documented disability that clearly affects test-taking abilities required for essay examinations. How might a presbytery’s committee make such a determination? Working with groups within the church who advocate for disability concerns, the following guidelines have been developed to help make such a determination.

- The candidate should submit documentation from a licensed professional who is qualified to make such assessments.
• The documentation should present a diagnosis that pertains directly to test-taking ability that is clear and specific about both the causes of the difficulty and what steps can be taken that would permit the candidate to demonstrate competency in the areas covered by the examinations.

• This assessment should have been recently completed so that it relates to the candidate’s current status, and thus no more than five years old.

• The accommodations required for the examination must be reasonable within a ministry context; that is, the candidate would be able to follow the same practice in their ministry without diminishing its effectiveness.

The final decision regarding the appropriateness of such accommodations resides with the presbytery itself and not with the committee overseeing preparation of its candidates. Any exception to the standard examination process requires a three-fourths vote of the presbytery. In approving the exception, the presbytery must also approve the “alternate means” that will be used to demonstrate competence in the affected examination areas. Both the reasons for and the alternate means themselves must be recorded in the presbytery’s minutes and communicated to any other presbytery considering either assuming the candidate’s care or proceeding to examine the candidate for ordination once a call is pending.

Some care must be exercised, then, in crafting the motion to be considered by the presbytery. It should clearly include each of the following points:

• The specific reason for requesting an alternate means of assessment.

• The proposed process for assessing the candidate’s competency in the required areas.

• The source of any materials such as questions, case studies, etc., to be used in the assessment.

• An indication of who will administer and evaluate the results of the alternate means assessment.

When considering possible alternate means of assessment, the presbytery’s committee will want to maintain integrity with the standard examinations. The point is to provide an opportunity to demonstrate the required competencies for ministry, not alternative competencies. The alternate means, then, should have the same purpose as the standard exams and have the same level of difficulty relative to the ministry competencies required of those beginning ministry.
In short, alternate means recommendations are about changing the administration of the assessment not the competencies being assessed. The presbytery’s committee needs to be sure that the candidate is clear about what the alternative process will involve and what accommodations are—and are not—being provided. The committee should assure that like the standard exams any assessment is given in a proctored environment that assures all work is the candidate’s own. Working with the candidate, the committee should assure the availability of any necessary equipment or setting required by the alternate means.

Presbyteries are not to waive any requirements or lower any standards of competency required by the Book of Order. In keeping with the principle of “blind review,” the nature of any disability should not be disclosed to those charged with evaluating the alternate means to the degree possible. Their evaluations need to be made in a context that simulates the conditions of ministry with those who will be unaware of such conditions. And remember: the purpose of alternate means of assessment is to provide accommodations to provide for the demonstration of the candidate’s level of competency, not to assure a satisfactory evaluation.

Keeping these principles in mind, committees are encouraged to be as creative as required in designing alternative means. Once the decision is made that an alternative is necessary, don’t just substitute an oral response to standard questions rather than written responses if something more is called for. Here are some possibilities to consider. For the exegesis exam, prescribe a Bible study setting requiring treatment of a specific text. Give that information to both the candidate and the evaluators four to five days before the assessment. At the appointed time, have the candidate present the Bible study to the evaluators (playing the part of those who would hear the lesson in the prescribed setting), allowing them to raise questions both in response to what is in the lesson plan and based on their own preparatory study. That is, after all, what leading real Bible studies in a ministry context is like.

For the Polity exam, try a scenario like the following. One of the evaluators is designated the “clerk of session” for the assessment. The candidate, who in the scenario is the pastor just returned from study leave, is to meet with the clerk about 30 minutes before the session meeting. At that time the clerk presents two or three issues that have arisen while the “pastor” was away. The candidate then uses that half hour to consult the Book of Order to prepare for these late additions to the agenda. Then have the candidate moderate the “session meeting” of
evaluators as they deal with these issues. You might also require that the candidate open the meeting with a brief training for the evaluator “elders” on the application of a principle of Presbyterian polity like those covered in the first question of the standard exam.

Role-playing assessments may also be used in alternate assessments in the areas of Theology and Worship as well. Since those standard exams begin with one question that permits consulting the Book of Confessions, begin with a “case study” that will also provide about 15 minutes for review of the Confessions before the candidate must respond. Maybe a request from a worship committee for guidance on why a particular change in the service would be appropriate or not. Follow that “case study” with a couple more “role play” scenarios of the type presented in the standard exams.

While the format of the standard ordination examinations may not be appropriate to everyone, they serve an important role within the overall preparation for ministry process. With careful work and cooperation between the presbytery’s committee and the candidate, it is possible to fulfill that purpose through special arrangements in the administration of the standard exams or through alternate means of assessment.

Keep in mind the following key points.

• The goal is to permit candidates to demonstrate their level of readiness to begin the ministry of Word and Sacrament to potential future peers in that ministry who have not previously been involved in their preparation.

• Every candidate, regardless of personal circumstances, is expected to have core competencies in the areas of Biblical Exegesis, Theology, Polity, and Worship and Sacraments.

• Any accommodations are not about lowering standards, but rather changing the means of administration so candidates may adequately demonstrate the competencies for ministry they have.